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Preface 
The management of neoplastic diseases with the currently 
available treatment armamentarium in most cases is still a process of 
trial and error. Due to certain unknown factors the tumor can escape 
from the effects of cytotoxic agents and irradiation, indicating that 
it has enormous adaptation capabilities. It cannot only survive from 
treatment, but it can become even more malignant, which is reflected 
in the appearance of aneuploid populations and more aggressive growth 
into the surrounding normal tissues. Subsequently a resistance to 
certain chemotherapeutic drugs is found. 
It should be stressed that killing tumor cells with irradiation 
and/or chemotherapeutic agents, which is merely removing the signs of 
the illness called cancer, will also result in the destruction of 
normal cells, especially the cells with a high proliferative 
potential, i.e., bone-marrow stem cells and intestinal crypt cells. 
However, these so called acute effects on normal cells are often 
followed by chronic effects on cells of, for example, the central and 
peripheral nervous system, liver, kidney, heart, gonads, or the 
occurence of second malignancies, which depend on the treatment 
protocol used. Taking into consideration these side effects, the 
patient possibly will suffer more from the aggressive treatment than 
the tumor. The abovementioned reflections justify the following 
question:"Why should we kill tumor cells in order to cure the 
patient?". Is it not much more practical to strive for a situation in 
which the tumor cells again are able to proliferate and differentiate 
in accordance with the cellular environment? 
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Introductory remark 
In this thesis all the preliminary data available are compiled in the 
following figure 
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1.1 Human head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 
1.1.1 Origin 
Epithelial tissue is found throughout the body covering surface 
or lining the internal cavities of the body. It may consist of a 
single layer or multiple layers of cells, some of which differentiate 
and form, for example, the epidermis (Figure 1). 
Figure 1: The epidermal proliferative unit. B-basal; S-spinous; 
G-granular; SC-stratum corneum. 
In the skin the surface epithelial tissue acts as a protective sheath 
for the organism to prevent loss of moisture and also to prevent 
mechanical or chemical damage. The individual epithelial cell derives 
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much of its tensile strength from a skeletal frame work of intertwined 
bundles of intermediate filaments, i.e. cytokeratins. These 
intermediate filaments are involved in the maintenance of cell shape, 
intracellular transport, organelle movement and distribution, cell 
locomotion and in the attachment to desmosomes connecting the filament 
systems of individual neighbouring cells. Through the desmosomes the 
cells are able to 
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of a stem cell differentiation 
hierarchy (McKillop et al., 1983; Buick, 1984). As cells move down 
the hierarchy they progressively lose proliferative potential and gain 
differentiation characteristics. The resultant end-cell population is 
differentiated and non-dividing. The extent to which tumors manifest 
differentiation characteristics will vary according to the type of 
tumor. 
transduce the shearing force on its neighbours (Skerrow and Hatoltsy, 
1974; Trinkaus-Randall and Gipson, 1984). Squamous cell carcinomas 
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originate from epithelial cells. They often retain morphologic 
characteristics of their tissue of origin, thus keratinized pearls are 
often found in the squamous carcinoma cells from head and neck tumors. 
These observations on the cell type and degree of differentiation form 
the basis for their histologic classification, for example, one could 
diagnose a tumor as a keratinizing moderately differentiated squamous 
cell carcinoma. This has led to the insight that cell maturation 
occurs in solid tumors and that the continued growth of the tumor mass 
results from an imbalance between stem cell divisions that yield cell 
progeny and those that result in terminally differentiated cells 
(Lavker and Sun, 1983; McKillop et al., 1983). The vast majority of 
cells in a tumor lose their proliferative potential (end cells) as 
they attain a terminally differentiated state (Figure 2). 
1.1.2 Heterogeneity 
The presence of different types of variability usually meant by 
the term tumor heterogeneity implies cellular differences between 
tumor cells within a single neoplasm and between cells of different 
tumor lesions of the same histological type. Heterogeneity among 
tumor cells has been described for a large variety of characteristics 
including metastatic capacity, transplantability, antigenic make up, 
hormone sensitivity, tumor histology, growth characteristics in 
culture, drug sensitivity, and pattern of protein phosphorylation 
(Woodruff, 1983; Heppner, 1984). The degree of heterogeneity in 
primary tumors is surprising in light of the demonstration that many 
such tumors can arise from just a single cell. However, the number of 
subpopulations is very high and probably very dynamic, with the number 
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and nature of subpopulations changing during progressive growth of the 
tumor as different selection pressures act on the constituent 
populations. Thus, cancer can appropriately be seen as a dynamic 
developmental disorder (Rubin, 19Θ5). 
A tumor is architecturally complex, differing regionally in 
vascularity, host infiltrates, connective tissue components and other 
characteristics which can alter the phenotype of otherwise identical 
cells (Steel, 1984). Harked differences in the proliferation behavior 
Figure 3: A symbolic depiction of the interdependent processes of the 
different phases of proliferative development (Hickie et al,. 1983). 
Cycling cells proceed from the mitotic interval (M) through interphase 
(G.), DMA synthesis (S), and mitosis preparation phase (G,*· Some 
cell populations leave the cell cycle during interphase, to become 
non-cycling quiescent (G.) cells; these cells may be induced to 
reenter the cycle (dashed line), while others differentiate 
(non-dividing cell). 
of tumor cells within a single neoplasm are commonplace. Some cells, 
perhaps most, are reproductively dead. Others are out of cycle and 
still others are cycling but are, at a given time, at different stages 
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in the process. A delineation of phases of the cell cycle are shown 
in Figure 3. Furthermore, many of the abovementioned cellular 
phenotypes are themselves functions of the cell cycle and should be 
distinguished from the genetic transmittable differences which 
determine cell lineages. Lumping these characteristics together under 
the single term, tumor heterogeneity, will be confusing (Heppner, 
19Θ4). Thus, the term has to be reserved for those cases in which 
tumor cell differences are believed to be due to intrinsic differences 
in cell lineage, indicated by the presence of distinctly different 
subpopulations capable of proliferation (for instance diploid and 
aneuploid). 
The normal human cell with 46 chromosomes (23 pairs) is referred 
to as diploid, while a cell with fewer or more than 46 chromosomes is 
defined as aneuploid (hypodiploid or hyperdiploid). A cell with 
structural rearrangments that still has 46 chromosomes is 
pseudodiploid. The presence of DNA aneuploidy is in most tumors an 
indication of increased likelihood of progression to invasive cancer 
(Nowell, 1976; Spermulli and Dexter, 1983). 
1.1.3 Tumor invasion 
Squamous cell carcinomas of the head and neck are invasive tumors 
characterized frequently by diffuse infiltration of local soft tissue, 
perineural spread, invasion of lymphatics and blood vessels, and 
metastasis to regional lymph nodes. A relatively uncommon mode of 
spread as compared to primary tumors at other sites is the local 
destruction of contiguous cartilage and bone. Invasion into bone is a 
largely indirect process dominated by local bone destruction executed 
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by osteoclasts, operating in front of the advancing tumor. The 
osteoclasts are activated by prostaglandine-like substances which are 
synthesized and released by the squamous carcinoma cells. Once the 
destruction of the bone cortex is established, the carcinoma cells 
infiltrate and erode the spongious bone, while the osteoclasts 
disappear (Tsao et al., 1981; Carter et al., 19Θ3). The pattern of 
local invasion of the tumor,is largely determined by anatomical and 
mechanical considerations. For instance in squamous cell carcinoma of 
the larynx the laryngeal cartilage provides a reasonably effective 
barrier to direct spread. On the other hand, when the laryngeal 
cartilage is ossified it is particularly susceptible to tumor 
infiltration (Carter et al., 1979a). 
Another striking feature is perineural spread. Tumor cells fill 
the perineural spaces and infiltrate along them, encircling the nerves 
in a continuous concentric sheath. There is little invasion inwards 
into the deeper layers of the nerves. Although swelling and 
fragmentation of nerve fibers can often be seen in conventionally 
stained tissues, special stains show profound disorganization of 
fibres and disruption of myelin sheaths and axons. The perineural 
spaces may be involved by tumor cells for distances of several 
centimetres, and they provide an important route for dissemination 
(Carter et al., 1979b). 
1.2 Tumor dispersal 
The ability to obtain single tumor cell suspensions from human 
head and neck tumors is a pertinent requisite for studying cell types 
with flow cytometry (Barlogie et al., 1983; Vindelov et al., 1983) and 
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subsequent cell growth in vitro (Waymouth, 1974; Hamburger et al., 
1982). To perform further investigations it is necessary to obtain a 
large number of freely suspended cells by the disaggregation of solid 
tumor tissue. Furthermore, the method must produce a high yield of 
viable timor cells, while the cell suspension should contain a 
representative mixture of cells from the tumor specimen. Several 
approaches for obtaining a single cell suspension can be employed, 
i.e., mechanical, enzymatic, chemical, or a combination of these three 
techniques (Slocum et al., 1981). 
The extreme differences in tissue architecture of different 
tissues imply that there is no standard procedure for preparing cell 
suspensions from solid tumor tissue. Epithelial cells are held 
together by junctional complexes containing disulfide bridges and 
surface glycoproteins. Another main component of epithelial tumor 
tissue is connnective tissue which contains fibroblasts, 
collagen and presumably hyaluronic acid surrounding the tumor nests. 
Therefore, a specific method for dispersal of human head and neck 
squamous cell carcinomas has to be devised which at first can disrupt 
the matrix in the tumor stroma and subsequently can release the tumor 
cells. 
Based on prior experiences (Bijman et al., 1981), two precautions 
should be made in all cases. After excision the tissue must be kept 
moist in complete culture medium and a minimal amount of time should 
elaps between extirpation of the tumor and initiation of dispersal. 
Subsequently, it is necessary to render the tissue into pieces of 
sufficiently small size ensuring that the enzymes and chemicals used 
for dispersion, can easily penetrate the matrix. The use of scissors 
should be avoided due to compression injury to the cells adjacent to 
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the cut. Instead, a sharp scalpel or razor blade should be used, 
while tearing the material has to be avoided. The tissue fragments 
should be handled sterile (Waymouth, 1974). 
With the first treatment one has to remove specifically necrotic 
tissue (debris), fibroblasts, and infiltrating blood cells (e.g. 
lymphocytes, erythrocytes, etc.). Furthermore, the extracellular 
matrix has to be weakened allowing the second enzymatic/chemical 
treatment to remove specifically the epithelial cells from the 
remaining matrix. Good candidates for the first enzymatic treatment 
are collagenase together with hyaluronidase used at a temperature of 
37eC (Slocua et al., 1981; Frankfurt et al., 1964). Due to the 
presence of disulfide bridges, junctional complexes, and protein bonds 
between epithelial cells, a proteolytic enzyme and a 
disulfide-reducing agent have to be used for the second treatment. 
Incubation with a proteolytic enzyme, for example trypsin, should be 
conducted at 4'C (Hodges et al., 1973). In this way the penetration 
of the enzyme into the cells is negligible, while it still has some 
effect on the cell surface proteins during long-term exposure 
(overnight). The tissue suspensions should be mixed on a tilting 
table. The activity of trypsin is inhibited in medium by addition of 
serum, after which incubation at 37,C and subsequent agitation will 
release the epithelial cells (Engelholm et al., 1985). 
1.3 Flow cytometry 
Flow cytometry (FCM) allows high-speed analysis of cells 
according to morphological, molecular and functional features, which 
can be correlated with each other in multiparameter computer-assisted 
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instruments. Essential to all FCM investigations is cell 
monodispersion, quantitative and specific cell staining and 
high-resolution analysis. A major requirement for FCM to probe 
effectively the heterogeneity of human cancer is the unequivocal 
discrimination of tumor from normal cells, so that the phenotyplc 
diversity of tumor cells exclusively can be investigated (Steinkamp, 
1984; Tráganos, 1984). 
1.3.1 DNA analysis 
The observation of a clonal chromosomal abnormality probably 
represents the strongest single evidence for the neoplastic nature of 
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Figure 4: (A) DNA content distribution of a tumor of the larynx with 
only diploid cells present. (B) DMA content distribution of a tumor 
of the floor of the mouth with a diploid population (2.OC) and a 
proliferating hyperdiploid (3.2C) stemline. 
a cell population. Abnormal nuclear DNA content is a conclusive 
marker of malignancy and the measurement of DNA content with FCM has 
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therefore emerged as a powerful and practical tool to examine the 
presence of ploidy abnormalities in human tumors. Ploidy analysis by 
DNA ГСП is independent of cell proliferative activity, and a succesful 
assay is limited only by cell preparative and staining procedures. 
These problems have been worked out in recent years and DNA content 
analysis in tumors can now be performed with high resolution and great 
reproducibility (Bijman et al., 1981; Barlogie et al., 1983; Frankfurt 
et al., 1984; Erba et al., 1985). Typical examples of such high 
resolution DMA histograms are shown in Figure 4. High resolution, 
however, still depends on the quality of the tumor specimen, i.e. 
viability of tumor cells and amount of debris. 
1.3.2 Cell morphology 
A number of cellular characteristics are related to cell size, 
such as total protein and RNA content as well as forward-angle light 
scatter. The scattering of light by cells in a flow system can be 
used to distinguish between different cell types in heterogeneous 
suspensions. The total light scattered by a cell and the angular 
distribution of this light are related not only to the cell and 
nuclear diameters but also to smaller organelles, and to the 
refractive indices of the various cellular constituents (Loken et al., 
1981). Forward-angle light scatter analysis is generally used as an 
approximative measurement of cell size, along with right-angle light 
scatter measurement for texture analysis. An example of 
dual-parameter light scatter measurements of a primary tumor cell 
suspension and a bone-marrow cell suspension are shown in Figure 5. 
Furthermore, light scatter measurements may be useful to 
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investigate the nature of unbalanced cell growth caused by cytotoxic 
agents. An hypothesis to explain the increase in cell volume 
following chemotherapy is that cells are induced into an abortive or 
unbalanced pseudo cell cycle, which is characterized by synthesis of 
substantial amounts of protein without other preparative steps for 
cell division (Ross, 1981; Zettenberg et al., 19Θ2). 
RAS RAS 
Figure 5: (A) Dual-parameter analysis of a cell suspension from a 
primary human head and neck squamous cell carcinoma; (B) 
Dual-parameter analysis of a bone-marrow cell suspension. RAS · 
Right-Angle light Scatter; FS » Forward-angle light Scatter; L -
lymphocytes; Τ - tumor cells; Η - monocytes; MY - myeloid cells. 
1.3.3 Keratin 
Intermediate filament proteins, one of the classes of 
cytoskeleton proteins, are unique tissue-specific markers, retained by 
cells even after malignant transformation (Noll et al., 1962; Cooper 
et al., 1985). In general, epithelial cells contain intermediate 
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filaments of the keratin type. Antisera prepared against keratins are 
useful in identifying epithelial cells by using indirect 
immunofluorescence labeling with a FITC-labeled second antibody. In 
this way, dual-parameter (DNA vs keratin) FCM measurements can 
discriminate epithelial cells from all other cells present in 
suspension (Ramaekers et al., 1984). 
1.4 Cell culture 
The proliferation of normal epithelial cells is a highly 
controlled process that occurs in response to defined sets of 
environmental stimuli (Barns and Sato, 1980; Peehl and Ham, 1980a,b; 
Wille et al., 1984). Polypeptide growth factors are among the agents 
that most potently stimulate cellular proliferation. Their mode of 
action involves the binding to specific cell surface receptors in 
target cells and the subsequent elicitation of transmembrane mitogen!с 
signals. This will generate the first signal to start the production 
of the messenger RNA species responsible for the completely mysterious 
transitional processes which prepare the cell for entry into the 
proliferative committed G. phase (Hayaski et al., 1978). 
By virtue of their nature, polypeptide growth factors, their 
receptors, and their intracellular targets are able to disrupt normal 
cell proliferation if they escape the mechanisms that regulate their 
activity. The hypothesis that these factors and the molecular 
entities that mediate their biochemical actions are indeed involved in 
malignant cell growth is rapidly gaining substance (Ting et al., 1977; 
Messing et al., 1984). 
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1.4.1 Transforming growth factors 
A dramatic example of potential growth factor involvement in 
malignant proliferation is provided by the transforming growth factors 
(TGF). Two key properties of TGFs are especially intriguing. First 
is their unique ability to induce an acutely transformed phenotype 
when added to normal, non-neoplastic cells. The transformed phenotype 
induced by TGFs includes the ability of the treated cells to 
proliferate in semi-solid medium, the in vitro trait that most closely 
correlates with tumorigenicity in vivo. This effect is reversible and 
the treated cells can resume their normal pattern of proliferation 
when TGFs are removed from the medium. Second, during cellular 
transformation certain oncogenes are selectively activated resulting 
in increased TGF production (Todaro et al., 1980,1961; Hamburger et 
al., 1985). 
Figure б: Diagrammatic representation of endocrine, paracrine and 
autocrine secretion. Regulatory chemical messengers are shown in 
latent form within the cell. The thickened, semicircular regions of 
the cell membrane represent receptor sites. 
Figure б illustrates the basic elements of the biology of TGFs. 
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TGFs released by an oncogenically transformed cell can interact with 
cell surface receptors on a target cell to induce phenotypic 
transformation, either endocrine or paracrine. Furthermore, the 
presence of appropriate TGF receptors on the TGF-producing cell might 
allow it to signal to itself to divide continuously and in an 
anchorage-independent manner. 
1.4.2 Calcium 
A characteristic feature of neoplastic cells is their relative 
autonomy from the effects of endogenous growth regulators. In 
contrast to normal cells, neoplastic cells continue to proliferate in 
the presence of suboptimal concentrations of extracellular calcium. 
Tumor cells can proliferate when rounded up in a semi-solid medium. 
Because calcium is specifically required in normal cells for 
spreading, the need for calcium and spreading in order to proliferate 
might be linked. Spreading is a complicated process consisting of the 
formation and extension of bundles of filaments and the assembly of 
complex adhesion plaques in the cell membrane (Lechner and Kaighn, 
1979; Whitfield et al., 1979; Hickie et al., 1983). 
1.4.3 Serum-free cultures 
Serum is the last undefined component in cell culture media. It 
is a complex mixture of components which are as yet poorly 
characterized. The primary role of serum is to provide hormones, 
indicating that this component may be replaced by a group of hormones. 
Several approaches, such as the adaptation of cells to medium without 
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serum or attempts at purification of the active components from serum 
have proven to be of limited utility. A more promising approach is 
the careful adjustment of medium components to provide cells with an 
optimal nutrient balance (Barnes and Sato, 1980). However, such 
studies are easily conducted with the use of cell lines, but are 
virtually impossible to accomplish when primary human tumor cells are 
to be cultured. 
Considerable progress in the culture of normal human 
keratinocytes has permitted defining nutritional growth requirements 
under serum-free conditions (Maciag et al., 1981). It has revealed 
that especially insulin, hydrocortisone, transferrin, epidermal growth 
factor, phosphoethanolamine/ethanolamine, selenium and other trace 
elements, when added to a low-calcium, serum-free medium, selectively 
favored clonal growth of human keratinocytes. In this setting growth 
of fibroblasts can be suppressed (Wille et al., 19Θ4). 
1.4.4 Soft agar cultures 
In vitro cultures in which clonal growth of cells was sufficient 
to form visible colonies in semi-solid medium were first developed for 
human cells several years ago. There remain some major technical 
problems with the supposedly clonogenic stem cell assays of human 
tumors, for which at present there are no convincing experiments to 
show that colonies in this system originate from a single cell (Selby 
et al., 1983). Clonal growth has usually been generated when high 
numbers of cells were plated, suggesting that growth may be secondary 
to multiple interacting cell populations and not just autonomous 
growth of a clonogenic cell. Furthermore, growth is substantially 
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compromised when something close to a single cell suspension is 
cultured in soft agar after prolonged enzymatic digestion. The 
failure of colony growth is not associated with simultaneous decrease 
in viability as revealed by vital staining, which is especially 
encountered with human head and neck tumors (Johns, 19Θ2). 
For this assay to be succesful and reproducible in future, a 
number of criteria have to be met: (1) enhancement of the plating 
efficiency, (2) improvement of the preparation of viable single cell 
suspensions, (3) development of media that can support specifically 
the growth of one type of tumor cell, (4) establishment of suitable 
criteria for the description of the in vitro - in vivo correlation, 
and (5) in vitro pharmacology of the drugs used. Clonogenic assays 
appear to have value in studies in both the biology of human cancer 
and the drug sensitivity of human tumors. Research should proceed on 
the abovementioned five items for each type of tumor rather than in 
the direction of large-scale clinical applications (Mattox et al., 
19Θ3). 
1.5 Drug sensitivity 
The term drug sensitivity includes both cytostatic/cytotoxic 
effects on tumor cells and induction of terminal differentiation of 
tumor cells. For many years, chemotherapists have sought the 
touchstone which would turn lead into gold. The thus envisaged magic 
chemotherapeutic drug should go directly to the target without harming 
normal cells. There have been many approaches to this goal, but in 
essence there have been two main philosophies. One is that you should 
find the basic biochemical differences between the target and the host 
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and then seek ways to utilize this information. The other approach 
has been more impatient. It says that we cannot wait until all 
biochemical differences are understood. One must design and test 
compounds on the basis of some reasonable hypothesis, and hopefully 
will be able to learn the basis for selectivity as work progresses. 
1.5.1 Chemotoxicity 
The cytotoxic actions of most currently available anticancer 
drugs are directed towards biochemical events specifically associated 
with cell division, that is DNA replication and mitosis. The drugs 
are either used as single agents or in combination therapy. For head 
and neck squamous cell carcinomas the following drugs have shown 
activity: methotrexate, cisplatin, bleomycin, 
vincristine/vinblastine, cyclophosphamide, 5-FU, mitomycin-C, 
hydroxy-urea and adriamycin. However, the duration of responses 
remain limited. Randomized studies have failed sofar to establish a 
superiority of combination chemotherapy over single agent treatment in 
advanced disease. Higher dosages of drugs have not demonstrated 
advantages that justify the increased toxicity on normal tissues. 
Therefore, new trials incorporating other active drugs or drug 
combinations are needed. 
Many studies have demonstrated that individual patients with the 
same histological type of cancer do not respond uniformly to 
chemotherapeutic agents, suggesting that even within a single 
histological tumor type different responses may be observed. It is 
therefore important to recognize that treatment of cancer should be 
geared to the individual patient (Mattox et al., 1983; Mccormick et 
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al., 1983). Subsequently, a need rises to improve the means by which 
effective chemotherapeutic agents are identified and in defining 
optimal chemotherapeutic regimens for individual patients improving 
clinical effectiveness. 
Several different in vitro and in vivo assays have been developed 
which can be exploited to predict more accurately the chemosensitivity 
of a malignant tumor e.g. (1) measurement of cellular reproductive 
capacity (clonogenic assay; Johns, 1982), (2) measurement of the 
inhibition of radioactive labeled DNA/RNA precursor incorporation 
(thymidine, uridine), (3) inhibition of cellular metabolism, (4) gross 
cellular morphology changes (dye exclusion, chromium release, loss of 
adherence), (5) the subrenal capsular assay, (6) tumor expiants in 
immunosuppressed rodents (Braakhuis et al., 1983; McCormick et al., 
1983; Wennerberg et al., 1984; Elprana et al., 1986). The tests that 
have evolved sofar, still harvest considerable skepticism, despite the 
early favorable results. The predictive accuracy of the assay used 
depends highly on the criteria that are made to define in vitro and in 
vivo sensitivity (Selby et al., 1983; Singletary et al., 1985). 
1.5.2 Chemoinduction of differentiation 
An important property of many types of epithelial cells is that 
they terminally differentiate, i.e., they undergo a genetically 
programmed change to a functionally more specialized phenotype 
associated with a loss of ability to divide. It is important to 
emphasize here that it is exceedingly difficult to separate the 
phenomenon of termination of proliferation by differentiation from 
that of cell kill, since terminal differentiation to a mature cell 
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leads to a finite life span (Pierce and Wallace, 1971). 
Elucidation of the mechanisms that control differentiation of 
malignant squamous cells compared to their non-neoplastic counterparts 
is important for an understanding of the biology of human head and 
neck squamous cell carcinomas and may provide new approaches to a 
therapeutic intervention. A variety of agents including butyric acid, 
dimethyl sulfoxide, dexamethasone, retinole acid, 
Ν,Ν-dimethylformamide, ouabain, actinomycin-D, hexamethylene 
bisactamide, etc, have been employed in the induction of epithelial 
cell differentiation. The mechanisms by which these compounds affect 
cellular proliferation and maturation remains largely unclear (Reis et 
al., 1985). Butyric acid, for example, alters histone acetylation 
patterns by reducing histone acetyltransferase and inhibits histone 
de-acetylase. It also inhibits phosphorylation of histones and can 
interfere with methylation of nuclear proteins (Kitzis et al., 1980; 
de Haan et al., 1966). 
The main reason at the moment for investigating the effects of 
differentiation inducing compounds is that they might cause a 
convergence of phenotypes in a heterogeneous tumor. This would 
simplify therapy because there would presumably be fewer different 
targets. Inducing maturational effects in subpopulations of a tumor 
may tend to synchronize the various clones. In neoplasms where 
maintenance of heterogeneity is due to a stem cell population that 
continuously gives rise to variant types, an inducer effected 
differentiation of the stem cell compartment of the tumor could 
eliminate the source of diversity (see Chapter 5). 
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1.6 Aia of the investigations 
The aim of the investigations described in this study was to 
obtain more precise biological information on the type of cells 
present in primary (untreated) human head and neck squamous cell 
carcinomas and to improve the in vitro culture conditions. This 
knowledge would allow us to investigate more properly anti-tumor 
effects on early passage squamous carcinoma cells. A reliable and 
sensitive clonogenic assay is necessary for the establishment of 
better treatment protocols. A further purpose of the study was to 
investigate a new approach for eradication of cancer cells, i.e. 
cytodifferentiation. 
The main problem encountered during drug testing in vitro of 
'single' cell suspensions from primary tumor specimens is the 
dumpiness of the suspensions obtained. Therefore, several dispersion 
techniques were tested, which were evaluated by DNA flow cytometry 
(Chapter 2). Subsequently we selected two main enzymatic treatment 
techniques and studied them with flow cytometry to establish a 
reliable enzymatic dispersion technique (Chapter 3). Furthermore, 
cell culture procedures were tested, using primary cell suspensions 
and small tissue pieces. Subsequently, cultures emerging were 
evaluated with flow cytometry (Chapter 4). 
A genuine new approach of tumor eradication by induction of tumor 
cell maturation is proposed (Chapter 5). To examine this hypothesis 
experiments were undertaken to study the effect of catecholamines and 
histamine, agents capable of regulating several cellular functions, on 
a human head and neck cancer cell line (Chapter 6). Finally, the 
effect of maturation-inducing agents and catecholamines on 
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proliferation, placental alkaline phosphatase, and cytokeratins were 
investigated (Chapter 7). It should be stressed that proliferating 
cells (cell line) are studied in Chapter 6 and 7 which is not quite 
comparable with in vivo situation, where many tumor cells are in the 
Gn phase. 
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The preparation of single-cell suspensions 
from 25 human head and neck tumors is de· 
soríbed. Diapenal was performed overnight at 
4°C under slight agitation of the tissue sus-
pensions using various combinations of en-
zymes and additives. The cell suspensions 
were examined for number of cells released. 
viability, amount of debris, and DNA distri-
bution by means of flow cytometry (FCM). 
It was shown that both trypein/dithioery-
thritoi (TD) and colIagenaee/DNase (CDse) 
wen of value in dispersing single cells from 
tumor tissue. In contrast to CDse, incubation 
with TD appeared to be cytolytic to normal 
lymphocytes. In a number of cases. DNA-
FCM revealed pioidy abnormalities m a TD· 
suspension, which were not discernible in the 
concurrent CDse-euspension. Cell culture of 
primary cell suspensions corroborated the re-
liability of the DNA-FCM measurements. 
Pretreatment with CDse improved tumor dis-
aggregation by TD and indicated a different 
dispersal capacity. 
Addition of Ca2* and Mg2* ¡ons to the dis-
persal mixtures and preincubation of tumor 
slices in complete medium for 1 day before 
initiation of cell dispersion influenced favor-
ably the quality of the cell suspension. 
Key terms: Flow cytometry, human head and 
neck tumors, enzymatic cell dispersion 
Dispersal of human tumor tissue into separate cells 
for cionogemc cell survival assays (3,4,6) and/or flow 
cytometric (FCM) measurements is associated with a 
number of difficulties. The monocellular dispersion of 
carcinomas is particularly difficult, especially if a rep-
resentative suspension of single, viable cells without 
unacceptable or specific cell loas is required (13). A num-
ber of methods have been described for dispersal of tu-
mor tissue, including mechanical, enzymatic, chemical, 
or a combination of these three techniques (12). These 
methods all cause some degree of trauma to cells, which 
already have been exposed to damage during surgical 
manipulation. 
Mechanical disruption of tissue specimens, using scis-
sors, scalpels, needles, and metallic or nylon sieves in 
order to tease cells from tissue fragments, is a forceful 
way of dispersal and may cause considerable damage to 
cell membranes (8). Since the tumor cells in squamous 
cell carcinomas are interconnected by desmosomal at-
tachments and other junctions (3), a technique capable 
of solubiUzing the intercellular matrix with avoidance 
of mechanical stress of the tumor cells should be 
employed. 
In this report a comparison is made between the ef-
fects of several combinations of enzymes and chemicals 
on the dispersal, viability, and DNA-FCM measure-
ments of the single-cell suspensions of twenty-five hu-
man head and neck tumor specimens. Comparatively, 
similar procedures were performed in human lympho-
cyte suspensions. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Tumor Material 
Fresh tumor tissue was taken at the time of major 
surgery immediately after excision of the tumor from 
patients with a malignant process in the head and neck 
region. Tissue was placed on ice ш Minimal Essential 
Medium (MEM) with Earle's salts and 25 mM HEPES 
(Gibco Europe) containing 2.5 jig/ml fungizone (Flow 
Lab.), 50 fig/ml gentamicin (Boehnnger Mannheim), 50 
IU/ml penicillin, and 50 μg/ml streptomycin (Flow Lab ), 
supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine 
serum (FBS, Gibco Europe) and 2 mM L-Glutamine 
(Gibco Europe) (complete medium) and kept on ice until 
further processing. The interval between removal of tu-
Thu work waa mpportad by grant G4/83 inm üw Uiuvanitr of 
Nipnegan Raaeaich Pool (UOP) and ш pan by Uu Ank van Vljjauigan 
Pouulauon. 
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HoapitaJ, Dtparanant of Internal Modiano. Division of Modical Oncol· 
оцг. Gaart Grooteplein Zuid β, 6625 GA Nijmegen, the Netherlanda 
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Table 1 
Combinatuma ofEmymn and Additives Used /òr Turnar Duaegrtgatum 
Enzymce •<• Additives Deaignation 
Trypsin (0 25 rngtal) + DTE (3 ag/ml) TD 
Collagenase (8 mg/ml) + DNaae (0 02 mg/ml) CDee 
Trypsin + DTE + DNase TDD» 
Trypsin + DTE + DNase + collagenas· (2 mg/ml) TDDseC 
Trypem + DTE + EDTA (10 mMl TDE 
Trytein + DTE + UC1 (10 mM) TDL 
Trypsin -ι- DTE * hyalimmida·· (0 5 mg/ml) TDH 
Collagenase + DTE CD 
Collagenase (2 mg/ml) -t- DNase * hyaluronidaae CDseH 
mor tissue and initiation of dispersal never exceeded 1 
hour 
Chemicals and Enzymes 
Chemicals used were dithioerythntol (DTE, Sigma), 
EDTA (Titnplez Ш, Merck), and LiCl (Sigma) Enzymes 
selected for this study were trypsin (type Ш, Sigma), 
collagenase (type CLS H, 189 u/mg, Worthington), DNase 
(type 1, 2490 Kumtz/mg, Sigma), RNase (type LA, 76 
Kunitz/mg, Sigma), hyaluromdase (type V, Sigma), and 
pepsin (Serva, 15 u/mg) The nine combinations of en­
zymes and additives used are listed in Table 1 
Tumor Dispersal 
Under aseptic conditions in a laminar flow hood, tu­
mor tissue was sliced and further divided into small 
pieces using a number 22 scalpel blade The resultant 
tissue pieces were washed twice in Hanks balanced salt 
solution (HBBS) without Ca 2 + and Mg 2 * ions and split 
up at random into six portions (usually 50-100 mg tissue 
per portion) ш 15-ml conical plastic tubes (Falcon plas­
tic, Oznard, CA) 
Each tube contained one of the nine combinations m S 
ml HBBS, supplemented with the aforementioned anti­
biotics If enough tissue (more than 300 mg) was avail­
able, six different mixtures were tested. The TD mixture 
as employed for normal and psoriatic epidermal tissue 
(2) and the CDse mixture (8) were used standardly for 
each specimen in order to interrelate the dispersing 
capacity of the mixtures used The tissue suspensions 
were incubated overnight (approximately 20 h) at 40C 
Dunng this time, the tubes were gently shaken on a 
tilting table Afterwards the tissue suspensions were 
pelleted by centnfugation (5 nun, 200 g, Beekman TJ6) 
and resuspended in 4 ml complete medium containing 
100 μΐ RNase (2 5 mg/ml) The tubes were agitated on a 
"Vortex" mixer at half maximum speed for 1 min and 
were incubated subsequently at 37°C in a shaking water 
bath for 30 nun. Thereafter, the suspensions were again 
agitated on a "Vortex" mixer at half maximum speed 
for 1 min. Any undissociated tumor tissue was allowed 
to settle to the bottom of the tube for 5 min at unit 
gravity The resultant supernatant containing single 
cells was aspirated and spun down at 200 g for S min. 
The cells were resuspended and kept on ice An aliquot 
was taken from each tube to determine the number of 
cells using a Coulter Counter The percentage of viable 
nucleated cells was evaluated using the trypan blue 
exclusion test 
Undissociated tumor tissue, cell clumps, and single 
cells were suspended in complete MEM medium or in a 
low-calcium (0 03 mM), serum-free medium ( 10), desig­
nated MCDB-153 (КС Biological, Ine : Ritmeester BV, 
Utrecht) MCDB-153 was supplemented with 10 ng/ml 
epidermal growth factor, 5 fig/ml insulin, 0 5 ug/ml hy 
drocortisone, 0 ImMethanolamine.O ImMphosphoetha-
nolamine (all from Sigma), and the aforementioned an­
tibiotics The culture flasks (25 cm2. Costar plastics) 
were stored at 37°C m a humidified incubator (Heraeus, 
B-5060 EC/Ог) gassed with 5% COj in air Cells were 
harvested by trypsimzation (0 25 mg/ml trypsin) and 
were washed with medium plus FBS One part was used 
for DNA-FCM, while the other part was subcultured 
For nuclei preparation, tissue slices were minced with 
a razor blade, suspended in 2 ml pepsin solution (0 5%) 
in 0 05 M HCl and stirred at room temperature for 10 
min The suspension was filtered through a SO-^m nylon 
sieve and pelleted by centnfugation (5 nun, 200 g) The 
cells were washed in PBS/3 mM EDTA and finally fixed 
in ice-cold ethanol (70%) 
DNA-FCM Analysis 
Aliquote containing 106/ml unfixed cells were stained 
in isotonic solution (PBS/3 mM EDTA) with propidium 
iodide (PL 50 Mg/ml, Calbiochem), 100 μΐ/ml RNase (1 
mg/ml) and 50 μΐ/ml 1%-Tnton X 100 (9) The stained 
suspensions were incubated for 30 min at 37 °C and 
filtered through a 50-μπι nylon sieve 
Excitation of stained cells was performed with an ar 
gon-ion laser (Spectra Physics, model 168, Mountain 
View, CA) at a laser power reading of 300 mW (light 
stabilized) set at a wavelength of 488 run The red fluo­
rescence emitted was measured (area mode) in a flow 
cytofluorograph system ЗОН (Ortho Instr, Westwood, 
MA) and the data obtained were accumulated in a mul­
tichannel analyzer (Nuclear Data, NO 100) Generally, 
20,000 cells were measured per histogram 
For the measurement of red fluorescence performed in 
peak mode, the height of pulses is used for DNA content 
analysis A comparison of area mode and peak mode in 
a dual parameter analysis distinguishes single G ytil 
and tetraploid G\ cells from clumps of two G
 № 1 cells 
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BUMANETAL· 
PatMnt 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
U 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
IS 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
29 
26 
26 
SI 
69 
68 
47 
32 
52 
59 
66 
69 
66 
46 
73 
66 
56 
68 
68 
69 
49 
66 
43 
32 
50 
49 
62 
Sex 
M 
F 
M 
F 
F 
M 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
F 
F 
M 
M 
F 
TWi» 
Sotux· 
Neck node 
Hypopharynx 
Tbngue 
Base of tongue 
Neck node 
Larynx 
Larynx 
Ibngue 
Base of tongue 
Neck node 
Larynx 
Larynx 
Larynx 
Larynx 
Nasopharynx 
Larynx 
Mandible 
Neck node 
Mandible 
Larynx 
Mandible 
Larynx 
Neck node 
Larynx 
Mandible 
Table 2 
Chaneterutua and Ceil Di' 
Histopathologic 
dieenoeu 
Adenoid cystic carcinoma 
Well-difTerentiated SCC 
Well-difTenntiated SCC 
Well-diiTerentiated SCC 
Adenoid cyeoc carcinoma 
Poorly differentiated SCC 
Verrucous carcinoma 
Moderately differentiated SCC 
Anaplastic carcinoma 
Moderately differentiated SCC 
Poorly differentiated SCC 
Moderately/poorly differentiated SCC 
Moderately differentiated SCC 
Well-differentiated SCC 
Well-differentiated SCC 
Well-differentiated SCC 
Anaplastic carcinoma 
Moderately differentiated SCC 
Well-differentiated SCC 
Well-differentiated SCC 
Well-differentiated SCC 
Moderately differentiated SCC 
Moderately differentiated SCC 
Well-differentiated SCC 
•»іод of Tumor F 'imene 
Best· 
mixture 
TD 
TD 
CDse 
CDse 
CDM 
CDse 
CDse 
TD 
CDse 
CDse 
CDse 
TD Dee 
CDse 
TD 
TD 
TD Dee 
CDse 
CDse 
TD 
CDse 
TD 
TD 
CDse 
TD 
TDH 
Viability 
ranee|%) 
55-61 
59-75 
68-96 
46-78 
86 
79-90 
24-74 
36-44 
31-34 
68-92 
68-81 
72-87 
45-64 
49-69 
69-80 
36-56 
0 
42-54 
59-69 
42-57 
66-75 
48-76 
32-36 
73-74 
47-71 
Cells (χ 10*) per 
100 mg tissue 
with best mixture 
16 
11.4 
504 
8.0 
2.7 
72 
2.4 
4.1 
2.5 
18.0 
1.4 
45 
1.9 
IS 
4.1 
1.5 
40 
1.4(+)· 
2.0( + l 
1.2 <+) 
4 6 ( 1 · ) 
12.2( + > 
I71( + l 
1.9 ( + ) 
б.О(і-) 
DNA 
index 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
i.o 
1.0 
0.8-1.0-1.3 
1.0 
1.0-1.4-1.6 
1.0-1.2 
1.0-1.1 
1.0-1.1 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0-1.2 
10 
N.D. 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0-12 
1.0-1J 
10 
1.0-16 
1.0 
1.0 
Preeurgt 
treatm<-
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
5 χ SGy 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
RT 
None 
HT1 
СТ/ИГГ 
None 
CT 
5 x S G y 
CT 
S x S G y 
None 
RT 
HT1 
•Judged by number of cells released, viability, and amount of dabns: see Table 3. bRT, radiotherapy: CT, chemotherapy 
c5GCt squamous cell carcinoma. 
^Recurrent after therapy 
"Dispersal mixtures with (+) CaJ* and Mg2* ions. 
Clumps of two Givi celle generate two slightly overlap­
ping pulses with the same pulse height as one Gi>i cell. 
Consequently, in area mode this is represented by ap­
proximately twice the value of a single Givi œil, whereas 
in peak mode the same value is obtained for both a 
clump of two G(vi cells and a single Gm cell. 
DNA-FCM Standard 
Ninety-nine percent pure human lymphocytes were 
obtained from normal human bone marrow after gra-
dient centnfugation and counter flow centnfugation as 
described by de Mulder et al (5). One part was treated 
with a buffer containing МНцС! to remove erythrocytes 
and was washed twice with PBS/EDTA. The cells were 
fixed with ice-cold ethanol (70%) and eventually em­
ployed as standard in DNA-FCM. A second part was 
used for treatment with either TD or CDse to evaluate 
the damage, which these treatments might inflict on 
normal cells. The Pi-stained lymphocytes were used for 
optical alignment of the FCM apparatus. With these 
cells a coefficient of variation (CV) of approximately 
2.0% waa obtained. Unfixed lymphocytes gave even 
smaller CVs (approximately 1.6%). The CV was calcu­
lated as follows: filli width (mm) at half maximum peak 
height divided by distance (mm) of peak channel to ori­
gin of histogram. This is multiplied by 42.5. Amplifier 
gain settings were adjusted so that the mean peak chan­
nel of human lymphocytes fell in channel 300 on a 1,024-
channel scale. 
RESULTS 
The salient features of 25 human head and neck tumor 
specimens are summarized in Table 2. It can be seen 
from the data that each specimen behaves differently. 
There is little correlation between tissue source or his­
topathologic diagnosis and the eventual outcome of the 
various enzymatic treatments. There is some indication 
that ploidy abnormalities are seen more frequently in 
moderately and poorly differentiated tumor (7 of 9 cases). 
Each specimen could be suspended with either a TD or 
a CDse mixture, the two basic solutions used for each 
tumor sample. None of the other mixtures tested im­
proved the dispersal significantly, although sometimes 
slightly better suspensions were obtained with TDH or 
TDDse. Cellular yields ranged from 1.2 to 50.4 x 10e 
cells per 100 mg tissue, with an average of 6 5 x 10e 
cells. Viability of the end suspensions was very variable, 
ranging from 0 to 95% (median value of 60%). It should 
be noted that the complete lack of viable cells in all six 
cell suspensions of tumor IS was probably due to the 
extensive treatment (chemo- and radiotherapy) prior to 
surgery. 
The amount of debns and number of clumps present 
in the cell suspension were assessed qualitatively with 
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Table 3 
ThtBlfKtofC^* апаЫ^*-іопшон Viabdtty, Dupmal Capacity, and Amount of Dtbru of Fun 
Human SCC Specwun* 
Tomer 
19 
20 
21 
23 
28 
NumtarofcrttaCxlO^" 
TD TDH C D M 
IVO 
V2J2.0 
0вЮ9 
8.2/122 
ЗЭЯ6 
0/17 
0 7/1 β 
04/07 
7S/91 
3 3/6 0 
00.4 
02Я0 
0 5/12 
59/81 
2 4/4.2 
Viability (*)* 
TD 
-/-
вот 47/52 
48/« 
50/49 
TDH 
W42 
59ЮЗ 
42/51 
6β/β1 
4Λ71 
CD» 
-/54 
(V64 
0/57 
83/76 
47/53 
TD 
000/000 
00/0 
οοαοο 
Ort) 
00/00 
Debru« 
TDH 
ooo/oo 
oo/o 
00(VOO 
0/0 
oo/o 
C D s · 
(XXVO 
СИХ 0О 
000/00 
0/0 
ooo/o 
•Without^nth Ca 2 * + M g 3 * ions. 
bRelatiT* to 100 mg tusua. 
4 0 0 , «жіаіішт·; 00, medium, 0, вот 
Table 4 
Effect ofäu Two Ваміс Duptnai Matura on Cell Recovery of Normal 
Lymphocytes 
Mixtur·* 
Тгуршп + DTE 
Tryjmn + DTE + Mg3* + Ca1* 
Collagene»« <- DNaee 
Collagecas· + DNa«· + Mg3* + Ca3* 
HBSS without Mg3 * and Ca2* 
Rβcσvмy(*ofHBSS)1, 
20 
36 
86 
40 
80 
Overnight incubation (approximately 20 h) at 4'C 
bAverag· of two expanmenta. 
phase contrast шістовсору For each tumor a best mix­
ture was assigned. The number of cells released, viabil­
ity, and amount of debns were used for the evaluation. 
Ib i s is clearly shown if the data given in Table 3 are 
compared to the best mixtures in Table 2. An interesting 
fact that emerged from the last eight specimens pro-
cassed was the positive effect of physiological concentra­
tions Ca 2* and Mg 3 * ions on cell dispersion. Added to 
the TD, TDH, ami CDse mixtures, these ions clearly 
improved dispersal capacity and quality (Table 3) 
A different dispersal of lymphocytes present in tissue 
samples, depending on the enzyme mixture used, may 
affect the measured DNA histogram. Normal lympho­
cytes, incubated overnight at 4°C m the two basic dis­
persal mixtures, underwent no change in stainability, 
as measured by FCM (data now shown) However, as is 
shown ш Table 4, addition of Ca 2* and Mg 2 * ions pro­
tected lymphocytes to some extent in a TD mixture but 
drastically lowered the recovery in a CDse mixture 
Three examples of this phenomenon, omitting Ca 2* and 
Mg 2 * ions, are shown in Figure 1 In the TD-suspension 
of tumors 7, 10, and 11 (Fig LA), subpopulations were 
visible with a higher stainability than normal cells In 
tumor 10 two abnormal DNA stemlines were discerni­
ble These subpopulations could not be detected after 
dispersion in a CDse-solution (Fig IB) However, in the 
CDse-suspension of tumor 7, a DNA stemline was seen, 
which was not revealed in the TD-suspension 
The effect of admixing normal lymphocytes, to ascer­
tain the reliability of DNA-FCM, is shown in Figure 2. 
Both the TDH (Fig 2A) and the CDse-suspension (Fig. 
¡ " 
IN 
Φ 
« a 
« 
2 1 
о 
,1) 
-Ъ*. 
( т., 
2c 
relativ« DNA content 
Fra L DNA eoateat dumbimoa of three humen heed and neck 
L A. Cell suspenaioa preparad with trypein/DTE В Cell suspen-
яиа ptepend with arilagenaee/ONaae Tumor 7 (T?)* verrucoue cara 
nome of the larynx. Tumor 10* (Тщ) anaplastic carcinoma of the baae 
of the tongue Tumor (ТцУ lymph node metaataaia (neck) of a mudar 
ately diffemitieted aquamoua cell caranoma of the larynx. 
2B) of a tumor of the larynx revealed an abnormal DNA 
stemline In the CDse suspension, relatively more cells 
were present with a normal DNA content Mixing lym­
phocytes with the TDH suspension produced a huto-
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2C 4c 
relative DNA content 
Рю. 2. DNA contant distribution of a well-diflennbated equajnoua 
coll caranoma of the larynx. A Cell эіиреішюл pnpand with trypnn/ 
0ТаЪу»1ипмшіая(+ Ca^/Mg3*) В Cell ешрепмоп preparai with 
coilagenaae/DNaae ¡+ С·1*"Mg3*) С The effect of admuing normal 
lymphooytaa to the suopanaion shown in A The abnormal DNA itam· 
km (peak 2) la плЫе aa a shoulder to tha 2c paak. 
gram (Fig. 2C) comparable to the one obtained after 
CDse dispersion (Fig. 2B). 
Figure 3 shows another interesting example, which 
was obtained with dispersals of a tumor of the larynx. 
Two Gen stemlines (peak 1 and 2) were discernible after 
TDDse-dispersion (Fig. ЗА), although the two subpopu-
lations were insufficiently separated for optimal deter­
mination. However, at the tetraploid level, two peaks 
were observed in the histograms from both the TDDse 
4c 2c 
relative DNA content 
FIG. 3 DNA contant dlatnbution of a modormtely to poorly dlfferen-
tiatad equamoua call camnoma of the larynx. A. Cell suapenaion pre-
pand with trypam/DNaaa In the uyi and Gy'M peak two populauona 
a n diaoanuble В Cell suapenatoo prepared with collagenaawONaae 
A separate meaauivment of the two near-tatraplotd cell populaciona ш 
supanmpoaad on tha hiatogram in B. 
and CDse suspension. A separate measurement of the 
cells in the 4c-region, supenmposed on the CDse histo­
gram (Fig. 3B), clearly showed two separate peaks. Peak/ 
area red fluorescence (HFL) dual-parameter measure­
ment of this CDse suspension discriminated GQ/I dou­
blets from GyM and/or tetraploid Gi cells (Fig 4). Pop­
ulation 4 (5% of total) represents doublets of an abnor­
mal Go/i stemline. Population 3 (16% of total) represents 
G^ /M cells from either malignant or nonmahgnant cells 
with a normal DNA content and/or tetraploid G] cells. 
Population 1 and 2 are the presumed normal and abnor­
mal DNA stemlines seen in the TDDse-histogram of 
Figure ЗА. 
Figure 5 shows two DNA histograms obtained after 
pepsin digestion of tissue slices of a tumor of the tongue, 
releasing cell nuclei in suspension. It is shown that the 
DNA histogram measured depended highly on the tis­
sue status, i.e., degree of trauma, at the moment of 
μιυι easing. Figure SA is the DNA histogram of a nu­
clear suspension obtained directly after slicing of the 
tissue. Figure SB is the DNA histogram of a nuclear 
suspension made after overnight incubation of the slices 
m complete medium on the tilting table at 4°C A high 
variability in staining of the nuclei and a shift to higher 
fluorescence is seen in Figure SA. Much fluorescent 
debna of different size was present ш the nuclear sus­
pension, as is shown in Figure 5A. The TD and CDse 
suspension of this tumor gave the same DNA profile as 
is shown in Figure SB. Only cells with a normal DNA 
content were present. 
A clear indication of the reliability of DNA-FCM after 
enzymatic disaggregation is shown in Figure β. The 
CDse suspension of a tumor of the mandible contained 
predominantly cells with a normal DNA content (Fig. 
6A). In Figure 6B it is shown that the TD suspension, in 
addition to cells with a normal DNA content, contained 
an abnormal DNA stemline. Cell cultures of this tumor 
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R FL- area 
**. 
3 * 
2 $ 
llf 
4 
···. 
»•*•·•• 
ШШ99·, 
шшттшш 
12 
1 
ΓΓίΤττττη 11 11 ι 1111 I I M 11111 I I и I 
0 1Í 20 ЗИ 
RFL-peak 
Рю 
2c *c 2c 4c 
relative DNA content 
5 DNA ctmtent dutnbutiMi of a tnodantefy diíTeniitiaced 
•фштоиа call сапзпота of the tonque aitar papain digaation. A. 
Nudai ш suapanaion obtainaii diractly aitar sitane of tumor ошио В 
Nudai ш зивреоаюп obtuiml aitar ovamight incubation of tiuner 
alicaa in completa "^*^"11" at 4*C 
Flo 4 Α β4-χ-β4 channel dupla; of the paak and ana rad Лиогее-
canee (RFL) aignai from the CDae-auapenaion shown in Figur* 3 A 
ncording in the ana nude maaeuna the aiva of the Пиогаасепса puin 
while in paak mode the peak height of the pulae ia recorded. Clumpa 
of two Q m calla (4| have twica the ana but the same paak height aa a 
single G «ι call [1 and 21 In thia way Gw clumpa (4| a n dlamimnaturi 
from GyM and tacnploid G, calla [3| 
performed in MCDB-153 medium gave outgrowth of cella 
with an epithelioid morphology DNA FCM of primary 
cells after the first passage in culture showed prolifera­
tion of the abnormal DNA stemline (Fig 6C) 
CDae pretreatment ( 1 h, 37*0 of tissue from a lymph 
node metastasis (neck), released predominantly cells 
with a normal DNA content (Fig 7A) Complete disag­
gregation of the residual solid tissue pieces was accom­
plished after overmght incubation in TD or TDH. The 
DNA histogram of the TDH suspension is shown in Fig­
ure 7B 
DISCUSSION 
Several mixtures of enzymes and chemicals were 
tested on human head and neck tumor specimens in 
order to achieve complete squamous cell dispersion and 
to gain more knowledge on the specific cell types dis­
persed. This could lead to a better understanding of the 
poor growth of tumor cells in soft agar using primary 
suspensions (3,4,6) It could also resolve the controversy 
concerning the clinical correlations which emerged from 
the comparison of clinical data and data obtained after 
the use of in vitro culture techniques (7,11) 
The dispersal of tumor tissue by means of either me­
chanical, enzymatic, chemical, or a combination of these 
three methods still remains a very important and criti­
cal first step Therefore, we investigated cell dispersion 
of human head and neck tumor specimens, aiming at 
optimal conditions for obtauung single, viable cells in 
suspension. 
a 
η 
E 
с 
13 
и 
Щ 
2 L 
ΙΔ». 
Λ 
2с 4с 
relative DNA content 
Fio β. DNA cnatent cüatnbuäon of a moderately diffénntiatad 
aquamoua cell carauoma of the mandible A. Cell suflpanaion prepared 
with coUagenaaa/DNaaa(H-Ca2*'Mg2*) В Cell suspension prepared 
wuhb7pemroTE(-bCa3*/Mga*") с Pnliferating tumor cella obtained 
after the ñnt paaaage in a low-cajaum serum-lrae medium 
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FK> 7 DNA caaunt dutnbutKm of a lymph шхі· писааиш (паск) 
from • nudftrmtelf (ЫГвппсшші sqiuinûuf call camnomA of tha lar· 
ли- A. Call яирапшоо pnpand with colla««iiaaait)Naia ft» 1 h at 
37*C (+ Ca'^Mg 3") В Call зиарапаюп of tba undiaaocialad aolid 
minor piaeaa left aftar tha CSaa спаыпаш. prapand with Dypam' 
DTBfhyaluronidaaa(+ Ca3 '/!«!2*) 
In contrast to other techniques used hitherto, dispenal 
was initiated at 4*C to provide mild circumstances in 
which the enzymatic and chemical treatment was aa 
gentle as possible In the ease of trypsin treatment, 
agitation was limited to a minimum and digestion was 
ended by addition of complete medium with FBS (2) The 
same procedure was followed with crude coUagenase, 
since some undefined proteases could be present (12,13) 
Remarkably, enzymes even at 4°C could interact effi­
ciently with proteins and were able to free cells from the 
extracellular matrix and from one another Compared 
to TD dispersion, DTE alone, which reduces disillude 
bridges in desmoeomes or keratin, gave a lees efficient 
dispersal (data not shown) This indicates that trypsin 
indeed acts upon proteins at 4°C and that this was 
necessary for a better dispersal Although no clear-cut 
correlation can be drawn from the data compiled in 
Table 2, some characteristics can be abstracted, improv­
ing the processing of new specimens. It can be seen from 
the data for tumors 19 through 26 that Ca2* and Mg2*· 
ions have a positive effect on cell dispersion (Tables 2, 
3) Three mixtures were tested with five of these tumor 
specimens, either with or without Ca2* and Mg2* ions. 
These ions not only enhanced the dispersal capacity, 
indicated by the number of cells released, but also im­
proved viability, probably due to stabilization of the cell 
membranes. Furthermore, addition of these ions acted 
mildly on cells, as was demonstrated qualitatively by 
less debns in phase contrast misoscopy 
Our studies lead to a reaseesament of the need for 
speed m processing tumor tissue. On the basis of our 
experience it seems advisable to slice the tissue as soon 
as possible, followed by suspension m complete medium. 
The tissue slices are stored for 1 day at 4°C under gentle 
agitation on a biting table In this way the cells are 
allowed to recover from trauma encountered during and 
after surgical removal. The rationale for this approach 
is illustrated in Figure 5. It also shows that an artefac-
tual histogram can easily be obtained, producing erro­
neous results. Therefore, one should be careful in the 
interpretation of the histogram. Confirmation of the re­
liability of DNA-FCM analysis, as is shown in Figures 2 
and 6, has to be obtained. 
Another important fact, emerging from the data shown 
ш Figures 1 through 7, was the inability of the CDae 
mixture to reveal abnormal DNA stemlines ш some 
cases. Although TD and CDse have a different effect on 
the recovery of lymphocytes (Table 4), the results in 
Figure 7 clearly demonstrate a different dispersal capac­
ity This finding substantiates the report of Frankfurt 
et al (1), who recently described an identical phenome­
non, comparing mechanical and enzymatic dispersal 
(CDse) The relatively low amount of tumor cells present 
ш CDse suspensions could explain the reported low plat­
ing efficiency CPE) of these suspensions (3,8) On the 
other hand, use of only mechanical means for cell re­
lease probably causes extensive damage to cell mem­
branes and, therefore, could also explain low PEs (6,12) 
The appearance of cells in a TD suspension, as ob­
served with phase contrast microecopy, generally resem­
bled that of the typical squamous cells (2), including 
cormfied envelopes CDse suspensions revealed mostly 
small and round cells, presumably lymphocytes and fi­
broblasts. It is concluded that each dispersal technique, 
either mechanical, enzymatic, chemical, or a combined 
procedure, can yield a typical cell suspension containing 
relatively different types and numbers of cells The data 
described warrant more research into the specific sub-
populations present in each individual tumor from the 
head and neck region. 
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Cell subsets have been discriminated in cell 
suspensions derived from 37 human head and 
neck tumors by means of light scatter, DNA, 
and cytokeratin flow cytometry (FCM). Cell 
dispersion was performed overnight at -TC in 
two different enzyme mixtures, i.e., trypsin/ 
dithioerythritol and collagenase/DNase, un­
der slight agitation of sliced tumor tissue. 
Cells were examined before and after frac­
tionation on a discontinuous low-density bo­
vine serum albumin (BSA) gradient. 
Forward and right-angle light scatter FCM 
of 23 tumor specimens revealed four main 
subpopulations with different size and struc­
ture. Fractionation of primary cell suspen­
sions on a BSA gradient at unit gravity 
separated debris, small cells and large cells. 
DNA FCM of the «inched populations dem­
onstrated a relation between large cells and 
DNA aneuploidy. Epithelial cells, as recog­
nized by cytokeratin antibodies, were also re­
lated with large cells. 
The results demonstrated the usefulness of 
light scatter, DNA, and cytokeratin analysis 
of crude and fractionated tumor cell suspen­
sions for assessment of the efficacy of a par­
ticular dispersion technique and to obtain 
information of the cell subsets dispersed. 
Key terms: Flow cytometry, human head and 
neck tumors, cell size, DNA, cytokeratin 
The most critical step in the sequence of investigations 
on primary tumor cells is the dispersion of solid tumor 
specimens into single, viable cells (2-4,6) The heteroge­
neity of human tumors with respect to malignant cell 
populations with different DNA content and the pres­
ence of normal cells, hampers research on tumor cells 
(1,8). It is therefore imperative to know exactly the type 
of cells that is brought into suspension before proceeding 
to any further investigation, like sensitivity tests to 
cytostatic drugs. 
Flow cytometric (FCM) analysis of cell size, DNA, 
RNA, protein, cell surface receptors, and nucleolar anti­
gen enables the unraveling of the diversity of cell sub­
sets present in human tumors (1,2,5,6,12). Ldght scatter 
FCM analysis of cells in suspension can discriminate 
cell subsets according to cell size (forward light scatter) 
and cell structure (nght-angle Light scatter) and, as is 
already shown for hemopoietic cells, is a useful tool m 
addition to DNA analysis (5,12). Ramaeken et al. (10) 
have shown that, by means of cytokeratin antibodies, 
both the malignant and nonmalignant epithelial subset 
can be separated from all other cells present in suspen­
sion. The aforementioned FCM parameters m combina-
bon with fractionation of the primary cell suspension on 
density gradients will extend our knowledge of the ceil 
types present m heterogeneous tumors (9,11,13). 
The results of light scatter, DNA, and cytokeratin 
FCM of cell suspensions from human head and neck 
tumors are described, performed on the primary cell 
suspension or after fractionation by velocity sedimenta­
tion at lg on low-density bovine serum albumin (BSA) 
gradients (7). 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Tumor Dispersal 
Fresh tumor tissue, obtained directly after surgery, 
was processed aseptically as described elsewhere (2). 
Briefly, tumor specimens were sliced (1-mm3 pieces) with 
a scalpel and washed twice in Hanks' balanced salt 
solution. The slices were divided at random and were 
suspended in minimal essential medium (MEM) contain­
ing enzymes, 0.1 fig/ml ketoconazole (Janssen Pharm.), 
ТЪіа work ww supported by grant G4/83 from tlu Univsnity of 
Nijmegen Reeeeich Pool (UOP) and ш pert bj the Auk van Vlieaiagen 
PoundatiofL 
Addnaa reprint requeeta to J Th. Bijmen. S t Redboud Umvereity 
Hoepital, Depe/tment of Internal Medicine. Division of Medical Oncol­
ogy, Geert Graoteplein Zuid β. 6623 GA Nijmegen, the Netherlands. 
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and 50 Mg/ml gentamycin (Boehnnger Mannheim). The 
enzymes and additive selected for this study were tryp­
sin (0 25 mg/ml, type Ш, 11,000 BAEE U/mg, Sigma), 
dithioerytfantol (3 mg/ml, Sigma), collagenase (2 mg/ml, 
type Π, 132 U/mg, Cooper Biomedical), DNase (0 02 mg/ 
ml, type I, 2490 Kunitz U/mg, Sigma), and RNase (0 06 
mg/ml, type IA, 76 Kunitz U/mg, Sigma) The two dis­
persal mixtures were trypsin/dithioerythntol (TD) and 
coUagenase/DNase (CDse) Tumor tissue was incubated 
overnight at 4°C on a tilting table The suspensions 
were centnfuged for 10 min at 200g and the pellet waa 
resuspended m MEM plus 10% fetal bovine serum (TBS, 
Gibco Europe) and 100 μΐ RNaae (2.5 mg/ml) The tubes 
were incubated at 37°C for 30 min and were agitated on 
a "Vortex mixer" during this penod for 10 s every 5 
nun. Afterwards, any undissociated tumor tissue was 
allowed to settle in the tube for 5 nun at unit gravity 
The resultant supernatant containing single cells and 
small clumps was aspirated and spun down at 200g for 
10 min. Cell yield was determined, viability was evalu­
ated by trypan blue exclusion, and dispersal capacity of 
the enzyme mixtures was determined (Table 1) 
Flow Cytometric Analysis 
Fluorescent monodisperse microspheres (diam - 196 
μια, Polysciences Inc., Wamngton, PA) were run in a 
flow cytofluorograph system ЗОН (Ortho Diagnostic In­
struments, Westwood, MA) Forward light scatter (FS) 
was tuned using a helium-neon laser (Spectra Physics), 
after which green fluorescence and right angle light 
scatter (RAS) were optimized using an argon-ion laser 
(Spectra Physics, model 168, Mountain View, CA) at a 
power reading of 300 mW (light stabilized) set at a 
wavelength of 488 nm Ethanol- (70%) fixed and propi­
dium iodide- (50 Mg/ml, Calbiochem) stained normal hu­
man lymphocytes were used to optimize red fluorescence 
measurement. Stained cella were excited with the ar­
gon-ion laser, red fluorescence emitted was measured in 
the area mode, and amplifier gain setting was adjusted 
so that the mean peak channel of human lymphocytes 
fell in channel 300 on a 1,024-channel scale (external 
standard). 
Aliquote contaimng lO^ /ml unfixed and unstained cells 
were filtered through a 50-*mi nylon mesh and were 
examined for RAS vs FS Dual parameter (64 χ 64 
channels) data were accumulated in a multichannel 
analyzer (Nuclear Data, ND 100) Subsequently, these 
aliquota were stained with propidium iodide, adding 100 
»il/ml RNase (1 mg/ml) and 50 μΐ/ml 1%-Tnton X 100 
The stained suspensions were incubated for 30 min at 
37°C and were measured with FCM. 
Ethanol- (70%) fixed aliquota of tumor cell suspensions 
were labeled with a heterologous cytokeratin antiserum 
(K-40) for 30 min at room temperature (10) The anti­
serum, which recognizes virtually all eptihelial cells, 
was labeled by means of Ulti:-conjugated goat anti rab­
bit IgG antibody (diluted 125. Nordic, Tilburg, The 
Netherlands) Cells were washed twice in PBS plus 5% 
FBS after each labeling procedure To perform two-col­
our (green vs red) fluorescence measurements, cells were 
resuspended in PBS containing 3 mM EDTA plus 100 μΐ 
RNase ( 1 mg/ml), stained with propidium iodide (20 /ig/ 
ml), and incubated for 10 min at 37°C 
Generally, 20,000 cells were measured per single-
parameter histogram, while 50,000 signals were pro­
cessed for each dual parameter measurement The coef­
ficient of variation (CV) was calculated as follows full 
width (mm) at half maximum peak height divided by 
distance (mm) of peak channel to ongin of histogram. 
This is multiplied by 42 5 
Density Gradient 
Discontinuous low density BSA gradients were made 
by successively layering BSA (fraction V, Sigma) dis­
solved in MEM (pH adjusted to 74) in 15-ml conical 
plastic tubes 4% (1 018), 3% (1 016), 2% (1 014), 1% (1 012) 
(1 ml each) Cells (3 χ Kflmi) suspended in MEM were 
carefully layered on the gradient The tubes were kept 
at room temperature at unit gravity for 2 hr, after which 
1-ml aliquota were taken from the gradient The aliquota 
were centnfuged, washed, and resuspended in MEM. 
Part of the cell suspensions was cytocentnfuged on slides 
and routinely stained by the May Grunwald-Giemsa 
method for microecopic evaluation. 
Table 1 
Summary of Enzymatic Dispersal and FCM Parameters of 37 Human Head and Neck Squamoua Cell Carcinomas 
Best dupenal* DNA index BSA gradient ennchment1' 
Tissue FS vs RAS of Urge cells and cells 
»urce N CD» Equal TD DI-1 DI> Ie Large cells'1 with DNA anauploidy 
Floor of mouth 
Hypophanmx 
Larynx 
Ljonph node 
mecastaou 
Mandible 
Tongue 
4 
2 
15 
β 
7 
3 
2 
1 
12 
2 
S 
1 
1 
Mudged by number of cells released, viability and amount of debns (see 2) 
'Number of tumors with which enrichment has been achieved 
^Detected in the TD suspension 
dPopulation 4, Figure 1 
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RESULTS 
Representative FCM data of five human head and 
neck tumors illustrating the difference ш dispersal be­
tween a CDse and TD mixture are described below. 
Light Scatter and DNA FCM 
In Figure 1 an shown two dual-parameter (RAS vs. 
FS) measurements of, respectively, the CDae and TD 
suspension of a moderately differentiated squamous cell 
carcinoma (SCC) of the larynx. Four main groups were 
discernable with FS, as is shown in the left upper part 
of each panel. Population 1 represents mainly debna. 
The same typical contour and profile plots shown in 
Figure 1 were obtained with the CDse and TD suspen-
аюп of a moderately differentiated SCC of the mandible 
(results not shown). The TD suspension contained twice 
the amount of large cells (population 4) as compared to 
the CDse suspension, while the CDee suspension con­
tained predominately small cells (population 2 and 3). 
In 23 out of 37 tumor specimens, these four typical 
populations were detectable (Table 1). In the remaining 
14 tumor specimens, only populations 1, 2, and 3 were 
found. 
The DNA hutograms of the cell suspensions from the 
larynx tumor showed only cells with a normal DNA 
content (results not shown). However, as is shown in 
Figure 2, the TD suspension from the tumor of the 
mandible contained two abnormal DNA stemlines, 
which were not detectable in the CDse suspension. It 
suggested a relation between DNA aneuploidy and size/ 
structure of the cells. 
BSA Gradient Enrichment 
An extension of the aforementioned relation of light 
scatter properties of cells and their DNA content is 
shown in Figure 3. The CDse suspension of a moderately 
well differentiated SCC of the floor of the mouth con­
tained a high amount of debns (Fig ЗА). Phase contrast 
microscopy revealed, besides debns, small cells as well 
as large cells. The suspension was therefore layered on 
a discontinuous low-density BSA gradient and five frac­
tions of 1 ml were examined with FCM using the two 
light scatter parameters. The 0% fraction (Fig. 3B) con­
tained solely debns, the 1% fraction (Fig 3C) contained 
debns and small, round cells (erythrocytes, lympho­
cytes); the 2% fraction (Fig 3D) contained less debns, 
small cells, and some larger cells (erythrocytes, lympho­
cytes, histiocytes, fibroblasts and small tumor cells); the 
3% but especially the 4% fraction (Fig. 3E-F) contained 
predominantly large cells (histiocytes, tumor cells), al­
though some small cells and debns were still present. 
The light scatter parameters of the ennched subpopu­
lations (Fig. 3B-F) are related with the DNA content of 
the cells, as ш shown in Figure 4. The crude CDse 
suspension (Fig 4A) gave a histogram with high CV and 
much fluorescent debns. Going from Figure 4B to 4F 
the fluorescent debns disappeared, while gradually cells 
with normal DNA content appeared, followed by an 
enhancement of the number of cells with DNA aneu­
ploidy (3.10. Comparable results were obtained with 12 
other tumor specimens (Table 1). Both the number of 
large cella (population 4) and the number of cells with 
DNA aneuploidy were considerably increased (Table 1). 
Cytofceratin FCM 
Figure 5 shows two dual-parameter measurements of 
cytokeratin vs. DNA content of cells from the CDse and 
TD suspension of a moderately differentiated SCC of the 
Flo 1 Light scattar алліуаи of call эиярапвімш from a modarataly 
difianntiatad SCC of tba Іаіупж. A. CD» juapen/uon. В TD suipoa-
зюп. In each ралаі, tha single parameten of nght angle light scattar 
(RAS) and forward light scattar (FS) a n shown respectively ш the 
lower nght part and upper left part A contour (64 « 64 channale) and 
profile plot (three dimensional) are shown respectively in tha upper 
nght part and lower left part. Debna (population 11 and three cell 
populations with distinct scattenng properties can be distinguished. 
For each dual parameter meaaurement, 50,000 signals were procaased. 
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larynx. Light scatter measurements indicated four times 
more large cells (population 4, Fig. 1) in the TD suspen­
sion compared to the CDse suspension, while DNA FCM 
of the cell suspension only demonstrated cells with nor­
mal DNA content (results not shown) The TD suspen­
sion, however, contained 90% cytokeratin-positive cells, 
20% of which were extremely fluorescent, while the 
CDse suspension contained only 40% cytokeratin-posi­
tive cells, 50% of which were extremely positive 
Similar results were obtained with Ave other tumors 
In one of the these tumors, a moderately differentiated 
SCC of the larynx, an abnormal DNA stemline was 
detected with DNA FCM (Fig 6AJ) The TD suspension 
E 
з 
с 
"55 
о 
о 
> 
к] \У\ W<1 
2с 4с 
relative DNA content 
Ftc 2 ONA contant distribution (1 024 channeb) of a moderately 
differantiated SCC of the mandible A CDeesuspenaion В TDauspen 
son. Celb with 2c DNA content are located in channel 300 
contained twice the amount of cells with DNA aneu-
ploidy compared to the CDse suspension. In Figure 6C, 
it is demonstrated that only the abnormal DNA stem-
Une (3 бс) stained positive for cytokeratin, indicating 
that no epithelial cells with normal DNA content were 
present in this tumor 
DISCUSSION 
Several reports indicate that the dispersal procedure 
used for solid tumor tissue has a major impact on the 
type of celb that is brought into suspension (2-4,6) 
Multiparameter light scatter FCM offers the possibility 
to diacnminate cell subsets in heterogeneous tumor sus­
pensions (Fig 1) In fact, measurement of RAS vs. FS 
enables us to distinguish four categories. 1) cellular rem­
nants and other debns, 2) erythrocytes, 3) lymphocytes, 
histiocytes, fibroblasts, and small tumor cells, and 4) 
large histiocytes and large tumor cells These measure­
ments allow the quantitation of dînèrent cell popula-
tions discernable with light microecopy after routine 
FIG 3 Light satter analyiia (HAS »· FSIof the CDae suspension of 
a moderately well dilTerantiated SCC of the floor of the mouth A 
proflle plot of the oude suspeneion indicating an enormous amount of 
cellular remnants and extrafallular debns. B-F »paranon of debns 
From small and larger cells on a discontinuous low density BSA gra-
dient showing the 0 1 2 3 and 4% BSA fractions respectively For 
each dual parameter measurement 50 000 signals were pnxessed 
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Ддічше by the May Grunwald-Giemaaa or Papanico­
laou methods. Furthermore, light scatter FCM is an 
elegant method to test the effect of density gradients on 
cell separation, as is shown ш Figure 3. Ennchment of 
abnormal DNA stemceU populations on low-density BSA 
gradients unproved the CV of the DNA histograms (Fig. 
4A vs. Fig. 4F), illustrating that damaged cells may also 
be separated from intact cells. 
A comparison of the data shown in Figures 3 and 4 
indicated a relation between cell size and DNA aneu-
ploidy. Better dispersal of cells with DNA aneuploidy 
with a TD mixture compared to a CDee mixture could 
also apply to epithelial tumor cells with a normal DNA 
content. As is demonstrated in Figure 1, the CDse and 
TD suspension contained three distinct cell subsets (pop­
ulations 2, 3, and 4). Only the relative number of cells 
m each population was varying. It is therefore conceiv­
able that the high number of large cells (population 4) 
could suggest more tumor cells with normal DNA con­
tent. The data displayed m Figures S and 6 substanti­
ated this hypothesis. They clearly demonstrated that a 
TD mixture suspends more epithelial cells from tumor 
tissue as compared to the CDse mixture. 
In conclusion, measurement of light scatter properties 
of cells from solid tumor specimens provides quantita­
tive information concerning the subpopulations present. 
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2c ONA CDnunt a n locatad m channel 300 
Size and structure parameters are correlated with DNA 
aneuploidy, which could be extended to tumor cells with 
normal DNA content by means of cytokeratin FCM. 
Fractionation of the cell suspensions on low-density BSA 
gradients unproved the quality of the cell suspensions 
and ennched for tumor cells. Presently, investigations 
an aimed at designing a serum-free medium formula­
tion, which specifically will support the in vitro growth 
of pnmary squamous carcinoma cells in a monolayer 
culture system. Cell types emerging in vitro will be 
compared with the cell types present in the pnmary cell 
suspensions using FCM. 
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SUMMARY 
In vitro proliferation of primary human head and neck squamous cell car­
cinomas was investigated using single cell suspensions and tissue expiants 
of primary specimens and xenografts from 20 tumor specimens. The evalua­
tions of the cells emerging in culture were performed with flow cytometry. 
Epithelial-like cells proliferated in serum-free medium, while no ñbroblast-
like cells were observed in culture. The epithelial-like cells could be subcul-
tured several passages before senescence occurred. Conditioned medium or 
serum supplementation was necessary for a sustained outgrowth of malig-
nant squamous cells as documented by flow cytometry. From a tumor line 
established in nude mice slowly proliferating tumor cells emerged. After 4-5 
months in culture tumor cells seemed to be adapted to the culture condi-
tions used. This resulted in a more consistent tumor cell proliferation. Early 
passage cultures from primary human head and neck squamous cell car-
cinomas are clearly difficult to obtain either from primary human specimens 
or from tumor lines established in nude mice. 
INTRODUCTION 
Clonal growth of primary human tumor cells in soft agar has been 
investigated extensively on a variety of neoplasms [1]. Mechanical and/or 
Addrea» correspondence to: J.Th. Bijman, St. Radboud University Hospital, Department of Inter-
nal Medicine, Division of Medical Oncology, Geert Grooteplein Zuid 8, 8625 GA Nijmegen, The 
Netherlands. 
0304^835/87/103.50 £ 1987 Elsevier Scientific Publishers Ireland Ltd. 
Published and Printed in Ireland 
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enzymatic disaggregation of solid tumor specimens affected both cell types 
dispersed [2-4] and the outcome of a clonogemc assay [4,5] Addition of epi­
dermal growth factor ( EGF), insulin, or hydrocortisone to the growth 
medium has been reported to improve proliferation of primary carcinoma 
cells, although considerable differences occurred between the various tumor 
types investigated, even within a given tumor type [6-8] 
Human squamous carcinoma ( HSC) cells from head and neck tumors did 
not grow easily in semi-solid medium [9], but had a tendency to proliferate 
better ш liquid medium [10] A delayed onset of epithelial-cell proliferation 
often is attended with overgrowth of fibroblast-hke cells or microbial infec­
tions [11-13] These results indicated that HSC cells, in contrast to fibro­
blasts, need another combination and/or concentration of growth 
stimulating factors or even different environmental conditions for optimal 
proliferation [14,15] The presence of a fibroblast feeder layer or a cell-
denved extracellular matrix with similarities to basement membranes is re­
ported to be necessary for immediate outgrowth of HSC cells [16,17] 
Pertinent information on the specific requirements of HSC cells might be 
abstracted from results obtained with normal keratinocytes grown in a more 
defined medium [18-22] 
The objective of the current study has been to investigate the prolifera­
tive activity of pnmary HSC cells from head and neck tumors in defined and 
semi-defined media, and to compare with flow cytometry (FCM) the cells 
that emerged in liquid culture to the cell types present in the pnmary cell 
suspension. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Tumor dispersal 
Freeh tumor tissue, obtained directly after major surgery, was processed 
aseptically as descnbed elsewhere [2] Briefly, tumor specimens were sliced 
(1-mm3 pieces) with a scalpel and washed twice in Hank's balanced salt so­
lution The slices were suspended in Eagle's minimal essential medium 
(MEM) containing enzymes, dithioerythntol (3 mg/ml), and gentamicin 
(50/ig/ml, Boehnnger) The enzymes selected for this study were trypsin 
(0 25 mg/ml, type Ш, Sigma), hyaluromdase (0 5 mg/ml, type I, 370 U/mg, 
Sigma), and collagenase (2 mg/ml, type Π, 132 U/mg, Cooper Biomedical) 
The tissue slices were pretreated with collagenase and hyaluromdase in 
MEM plus gentamicin for 1 h at 37 С in a water bath Residual tumor tissue 
was removed from the cell suspension and treated overnight at 4 С on a tilt­
ing table with trypsin and dithioerythntol For a more detailed descnption 
see Refs 2 and 3 
Nude mouse 
Pieces of tumor tissue (1 mm3) were transplanted in nude mouse (female 
Balb/c, Mg/mg, age 7-12 weeks, obtained from TNO-breeding unit, Rijswijk, 
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the Netherlands) within 1 h of tumor excision. For more practical informa­
tion see Ref. 23. 
Cell culture procedures 
A low calcium (0.1 mM), serum-free medium developed by Boy ce and Ham 
[18], designated MCDB-153 (КС Biological, Lenexa; J.H. Ritmeester, 
Utrecht), was used. Additives to the MCDB-153 medium were: NaHCO, 
(7.5 mM), cystine (42.2 mg/1), cysteine (5 mg/1), L-methionine (additional 
30 mg/1), and trace elements (0.5 ml/1) supplied with the medium powder. 
Further supplements were 50 ng/ml EGF, 5 μ gl ml insulin (porcine), 
0.5/ig/ml hydrocortisone, 0.01 mM ethanolamine, and 0.01 mM phospho-
ethanolamine (all from Sigma). 
To compare the effect of different media separately or in combination, tis­
sue fragments, cell clumps, and single cells were cultured in either MCDB-
153 alone, a combination (1 : 1 : 1) of MCDB-153 with Ham's F-12 and 
conditioned medium (CM-1), Ham's F-12 plus CM-1 (1:1), or MEM plus 
10% FBS. To all media gentamicin (50 ßglml) was added. CM-1 was ob-
tained by pooling the medium of confluent cultures from an established hu-
man head and neck squamous carcinoma cell line (HN-1), which was 
maintained by serial passage in MEM plus 10% FBS. The cell line was de-
veloped by Easty et al. [11], and was kindly made available by Dr. Gisela 
Haemmerli of the Division of Cancer Research, Institute of Pathology, Uni-
versity of Zurich, Switzerland. 
Propagation of cell cultures was perfoEmed..in_25-cm2 .culture flasks 
(Costar plastics) in 3-ml medium and stored at 37"С in a humidified atmo­
sphere (Heraeus incubator, B-5060 EC/02) in a gas phase of 6% CO2, 5% Ог, 
and 89% Nj. A 5% oxygen gas mixture was used routinely in preference to 
a conventional gas mixture of 5% C02 in air. The second day after plating, 
the cells that attached to the plastic surface of the flasks were refed with 
the medium (after filtering) they were initially plated in, while the cells still 
in suspension were replated in fresh medium after centrifugaron. Tissue 
fragments, which had received no enzymatic treatment, were placed in 
25-cm2 tissue culture flasks, overlaid with 1 ml medium, and left undis­
turbed for 2 weeks. Subsequent feedings were performed once a week. After 
confluency had occurred cell cultures were trypsimzed (0.25 mg/ml trypsin 
+ 0.5 mg/ml EDTA) for approx. 4 min at 37"'C, washed with MEM plus 10% 
FBS, and transferred into new bottles. A sample was fixed in 70% cold 
ethanol and stored at — 20'С for subsequent flow cytometric analysis. 
Flow cytometric analysis 
Aliquots containing 10e/ml ethanol fixed cells were stained in phosphate 
buffered saline plus 1 mM EDTA containing propidium iodide (40 ¿ig/ml, 
Calbiochem) and 100 μΐ/ml RNase (1 mg/ml). The cell suspensions were 
filtered through a 50 ¿im nylon mesh and incubated for 10 min at 37:C. For 
cytokeratin analysis ethanol fixed cells were labeled with a heterologous 
cytokeratin antiserum as described elsewhere [3,24], labeled with a FITC-
56 
conjugated second antibody, and stained with propidium iodide (15 /ig/ml), 
to perform 2-colour (green vs. red) fluorescence measurements. 
Propidium iodide stained human lymphocytes were used for optical align­
ment of the FCM apparatus (Ortho Diagn., MA; system ЗОН). Amplifier gain 
setting was adjusted until stained human lymphocytes (diploid) fell in chan­
nel 100 on a 512-channel scale. Dual-parameter measurements were per­
formed with 64 χ 64 channels. The data accumulated were directly stored on 
hard disk using a Digital PDP-11 computer. Generally 25,000 cells were mea­
sured per histogram. 
RESULTS 
Serum-free medium 
Primary human tumor cells, enzymatically derived from 20 squamous cell 
carcinomas were cultured in vitro in serum-free MCDB-153, F-12, or a com­
bination of these 2 media (1:1) . Primary cells attached within 24 h to the 
plastic surface of the culture flask and proliferation of cells with 'an epithe­
lioid appearance was evident 3-4 days after the start of primary cultures. In 
many secondary and tertiary subcultures cells began to enlarge and lost 
proliferative capacity. Sometimes cells accumulated dark granular bodies in 
the cytoplasm or rounded up and detached, after which most cultures 
senesced. In the primary cultures cells generally grew in tightly packed 
groups of polygonal cells with distinct bright intercellular spaces. After 
trypeinization cells became more spindle shaped and grew less densely 
packed. Fibroblast-Iike cells were rarely seen. With all 20 specimens these 
results were obtained with serum-free medium. 
Conditioned medium 
Addition of CM-1 to the media changed the type of outgrowth from both 
the primary cell suspensions and from untreated (enzymes) tissue expiants, 
which was observed with all 20 specimens tested. Within 1-2 days cells at­
tached to the plastic surface of the culture flasks and started to proliferate 
shortly thereafter. Subsequently, 1-2 weeks later small colonies consisting 
of cells with an epithelioid morphology, surrounded by a massive growing 
population of fibroblasts-like cells, appeared. As soon as these small 
colonies were detected with reversed phase microscopy, fibroblast-like cells 
were removed with a short trypsine treatment, after which fresh medium 
was added. The small colonies enlarged during the following weeks. Mitosis 
were seen frequently, both at the rim and more to the center of the colonies. 
When these cultures reached confluency they were subcultured and the cells 
were divided over 2 new culture flasks. 
Figure 1 shows representative flow cytometric analyses of the primary cell 
suspension and subcultures of a well differentiated tumor of the floor of the 
mouth. The tumor contained both a normal and abnormal DNA stemline 
(peaks 1 and 2), which was confirmed by peak/area red fluorescence mea­
surement (Fig. IB), discriminating clumps of 2G1 cells from Gj/M or te-
traploid cells. Besides peaks 1 and 2, the remaining small peaks are clumps 
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Fig. 1. Flow cytometnc analysis of cells cultured from a well differentiated squamous cell car­
cinoma of the Soor of the mouth. (A) DNA content distribution of the pnraary cell suspension. 
(B) peak/area red fluorescence analysis, indicating that only peaks 1 and 2 are real stemlines. 
(C) DNA content distnbution of the cells released after the first short trypsin treatment. (D) 
dual-parameter analysis for cytokeratin content of cells shown in (C). (E) DNA content distn­
bution of cells with an epithelioid morphology, which proliferated (F). С - clump· of two Gt 
cells. 
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Fig. 2. Flow cytometric DNA analysis of cells cultured Êrom a moderately differentiated 
squamous cell carcinoma of the hypopharynx. (A) primary cell suspension. fB) peak/area red 
fluorescence analysis, indicating that peaks 1 and 2 are real stemlines. ( C) cells in suspension 
after cultunng for 1 week. (D) first passage cells. 
of 2 cells or G^M cells. DNA FCM further revealed that the first short 
trypsin treatment detached diploid cells (Fig. 1С), without cytokeratins 
(Fig. ID). In Figure IE is shown that the cells with an epithelioid morphol­
ogy that remained had a normal DNA content and proliferated (Fig. IF), 
which was confirmed with light microscopy. These cultures later on 
senesced and no outgrowth of the abnormal DNA stemline (3.8c) was ob­
served under the above mentioned culture conditions. 
In Fig. 2A the DNA profile of a primary cell suspension of a moderately 
differentiated tumor of the hypopharynx is shown, which appeared to con­
tain 2 different DNA stemlines, i.e., a normal and abnormal DNA stemline 
(peaks 1 and 2). Peak/area red fluorescence measurement indicated that 
peaks 3, 4, and 5 were clumps or GJM cells of, respectively, peak 1, peaks 1 
and 2, and peak 2 (Fig. 2B). The same pattern of proliferation as described 
for the aforementioned tumor was observed with this tumor. Figure 2C 
shows that many tumor cells with an abnormal DNA content were not able 
to attach to the plastic surface within 1 week. Replating these cells in fresh 
medium gave no outgrowth even after 3 months in culture. Again only 
diploid cells with an epithelioid morphology grew, as indicated in Fig. 2D, 
while only a few number of peak 2 cells were present. The epithelial cul­
tures finally senesced. Data presented in Figs. 1 and 2 were representative 
for all tumor specimens tested. 
Early passage tumor cells 
In Fig. ЗА is shown the DNA profile of a primary cell suspension of a well 
to moderately differentiated tumor of the floor of the mouth. A normal and 
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Fig. 3. DNA content distribution of a well to moderately differentiated squamous cell car­
cinoma of the floor of the mouth. (A) primary cell suspension. (B) cells in vitro after the first 
passage obtained from tissue expiants from a first passage xenograft. (C) cells ш vitro after the 
fifth passage. 
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abnormal stemline (3.2c) can be discriminated (Fig. ЗА). The abnormal 
stemhne did not grow in culture, however, in nude mice, 1 out of 5 animals 
obtained a primary outgrowth within 3 months. Tissue expiants from a first 
passage xenograft were cultured from which cells radiated out on the plastic 
surface. The cells proliferated very slowly, attached minimally to the plastic 
substrate, and could be subcultured for the first time after 2 months. The 
DNA profile (Fig. 3B) of cells after the first passage showed both diploid cells 
(mouse fibroblasts) and cells with an abnormal DNA content. Subcultures 
were performed in MCDB-153/F-12/CM-1, F-12/CM-1, and MEM plus 10% 
FBS. In Fig. 3C is shown the DNA profile of cells after the fifth passage. 
In nude mouse 2 other primary human tumor specimens generated xeno­
grafts. In Fig. 4 are shown the DNA histograms of, respectively, the primary 
human tumor (Fig. 4A, 4B) and the first passage in nude mouse (Fig. 4C, 
4D). From both xenografts (first passage) tumor cells are in culture for up to 
4 months, proliferating very slowly. 
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Fig. 4. DNA content distribution of (A) a well to moderately differentiated squamoiu cell car­
cinoma of the larynx. (C) first paaaage in nude mouse, showing a tnploid (3.6c) DNA stemhne 
growing aa xenograft. (B) a well to moderately differentiated squamous cell carcinoma of the 
floor of the mouth. (D) first passage in nude mouse, showing a tetraploid (4.0c) DNA stemline 
growing as xenograft. In both (C) and (D) cells appearing in channel LOO are mouse fibroblasts. 
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DISCUSSION 
Real progression towards a true prognostic culture technique involving in 
vitro cultivation of primary human head and neck carcinoma cells is only 
feasible when proliferating cells are tested in liquid or semi-solid medium. 
Many primary cells have to be seeded in semi-solid medium for a few 
colonies to appear after a 3-4-week incubation period. Sometimes cells did 
not grow at all, a drawback which was especially found with cell suspen-
sions from human head and neck tumors [9,10]. However, it should be noted 
that microbial contamination largely contributed to the many failures ob-
tained with this tumor type. 
More insight in the reason for this low plating efficiency was obtained by 
characterizing the type of cells dispersed from human head and neck tumors 
[2]. Such data clearly pointed out that the DNA profile of the primary cell 
suspensions and the number of cytokeratin positive cells depended on the 
enzyme mixture used for tumor dispersal [3] 
The data presented in this report showed that cultivation of primary HSC 
cells is feasible, but more investigation is needed to improve our knowledge 
on adaptation problems of malignant epithelial cells to the in vitro environ-
ment [15] A selective activation of the proliferative capacity of diploid 
epithelial cells was obtained together with a fast outgrowth of fibroblasts-
like cells From 1 out of 20 different tumor specimens, malignant subcul-
tures could be obtained, while from 3 out of 10 specimens a tumor line in 
nude mouse could be generated. It should be noted that the early passage 
tumor cells were obtained from a primary human specimen after one pas-
sage in nude mouse 
The various media and supplementations used, clearly demonstrated that 
a lack of knowledge on proliferation initiation of primary human head and 
neck tumor cells still persists However, the adaptation process that oc-
curred when cells were transferred from the in vivo (human or mouse) to 
the in vitro situation, for which fibroblasts and diploid epithelial cells (nor-
mal9) did not show any need for, was very striking. Furthermore, microbial 
infections were rarely seen, which was remarkable because only gentamicm 
was used, while early culture trials often suffered from fungal contamina-
tion with both gentamicm and an antifungal additive present. 
During several passages the DNA profile of the proliferating abnormal 
DNA stemlme was stable as indicated by flow cytometry, while the DNA 
content (G^cells) of the proliferating tumor stemlme was comparable with 
one present in the primary cell suspension (Figs 3 and 4) 
In conclusion, primary human head and neck squamous carcinoma cells 
can be cultured in vitro, although still many problems have to be solved be-
fore early passage cells can be obtained regularly Presently we are investi-
gating the use of hydrofihc foil membranes in culture dishes on which 
tumor cells could attach, to maintain a direct gas exchange between tumor 
cells and incubator 
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TUMOR CELI. MATURATION: A GENUINE APPROACH 
Although some workers in the field of cancer research believe 
that in the next ten to twenty years a gradual progression towards a 
more optimal therapeutic approach of cancer will be seen and no real 
therapeutic discoveries may be expected (Scenariocommisie Ranker, 
19Θ7), fundamental cancer research has recently shown impressive 
progress concerning certain DNA sequences, i.e., (proto-)oncogenes 
(Heldin and Westermark, 1984; Weis and Marshal, 1984; Watson, 1986). 
The cellular databanks in the genome that come to expression in tumor 
cells are now being elucidated more and more by the discovery and 
following detailed analysis of such (proto-)oncogenes (Waterfield, 
1985; Field et al., 1986; Klein and Klein, 1986). 
1 о MALIGNANT 
EMBRYONIC —~- CLONOGENIC -· " SQUAMOUS 
CELLS CELLS ? ! CELLS 
3 
DIFFERENTIATED 
SQUAMOUS 
CELLS 
Figure 1: Pathways by which squamous cells can travel from the 
embryonic state either to the matured state (3) or to malignancy (2). 
After the embryonic state the clonogenic cell is the spill from which 
(2) and (3) can occur. 
Certain genes code for physiological processes during a 
restricted period of early development, after which they are repressed 
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by a complicated control system and reduced to indefinite dormancy. 
Interference with the abovementioned control mechanism can result in 
transformation to a derailed squamous cell leading ultimately to 
malignancy (Figure 1; Lang et al., 19Θ6). It is hypothesized that 
malignant squamous cells (stem cells) which constantly generate 
clonogenic cells can be stimulated to follow pathway-3. The G... cell 
either has to start traversing the cell cycle (synthesizing RNA/DNA) 
before it can become commited to the maturation process (pathway-2 to 
3), or it can directly be stimulated in the G. phase to move down the 
hie-rarchy gaining differentiation characteristics (Chapter 1; Figure 
2). It has to be noted that it will probably be difficult to 
determine the precise moment the malignant cells are out of the 
proliferative pool and are irreversibly stimulated to differentiate. 
Through transformation the cell can escape from normal growth 
control, whether these controls are intracellular, local growth 
factors, or hormonal (Cunha et al., 19Θ5; Hooff, 1986; Schor et al., 
1987). It provides the tumor cell with a selective growth advantage 
over the normal cell from which it was derived. It is not simply the 
gain or loss of specific chromosomes or gene loci which are critical 
to the establishment and progression of the malignant state, but 
rather a matter of imbalance among several genes, located on different 
chromosomes, that control either expression or suppression of 
malignancy (Nicolson, 1987; Sachs, 1987). 
It is common for tumors as they become more malignant, expressed 
as higher invasiveness in surrounding normal tissues and metastasis to 
regional lymph nodes or other organs, that the cells change 
morphologically. Alterations occur in specific metabolic functions 
necessary for specialized activities, which tend to decrease or 
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disappear causing a process that is generally interpreted as loss of 
differentiation. The malignant population is increasingly directed 
towards maximum efficiency in proliferation, which may be elaborated 
by gene products that aid this process, i.e., certain fetal antigens 
(Uriel, 1979), transforming growth factors (Jetten et al., 1986; Hasui 
et al., 1986), receptor molecules and their agonists (Boonstra et al., 
1985; Goustin et al., 1986) and angiogenesis factors (Folkman, 
1986)(Figure 2). Furthermore, the expression of inappropriate or 
mutilated genes will lead to the production of essential proteins with 
certain defects, indicating a disordered genetic function and perhaps 
genetic structure in human cancer (Pardee, 1987). 
The implication that tumor cells respond to certain external 
stimuli (growth factors) seems to suggest that in potency the 
reversibility of the malignant process exists (Harks et al., 1987; 
Sachs, 1987). Therefore, providing an environment which forces the 
tumor cell population to cease unlimited proliferation and move it 
into a state of controlled maturation via pathway (2) and (3) as 
illustated in Figure 1 could be a real possibility (Ossowski and 
Reich, 1983; Boukamp et al., 1985). This idea actually means that one 
should control the expression of those genes that generate the 
production of substances delineated in Figure 2. 
The induction of differentiation may serve as a basis for a new 
approach to cancer treatment (Sartorelli, 1985; Cheson et al., 1986; 
Waxman et al., 1986). Several approaches are possible, i.e., (1) 
treatment of tumor cells with differentiation inducing agents like 
butyrate, retinoic acid, glucocorticoids, dimethylformamide or 
5-azacytidine (Kyritsis et al., 1986; Bryant et al., 1986; Fanger et 
al., 1984; Christensen et al., 1985; Jones, 1986), (2) modulation of 
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the proliferation of tumor cells using physiological proteins like 
interferon, lymphokines or platelet derived factors (Gullberg et al., 
1986; Lechner et al., 19Θ3), and (3) to study the effect of biogenic 
amines on tumor cells (Tutton and Barkla, 1987). 
Grwfli 
fadm φ. 
Figure 2: Activation of oncogenes in human cells can introduce a 
malignant state, which can become more and more aggressive in time. 
These genes generate the production of for instance receptor molecules 
(2) and their agonists like transforming growth factors α and 0 (1), 
second messengers (3), and substances that directly modulate DNA 
synthesis (4). One or more defects would enable interference with the 
delicate balance that exists between proliferation and differentatlon 
in normal cells. 
In the following two chapters (Chapter б and 7) experiments have 
been delineated, showing effects of catecholamines, butyrate and 
retinole acid on the proliferation in soft agar, placental alkaline 
phosphatase activity and cytokeratins using a human head and neck 
squamous carcinoma cell line. 
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Modulation of Proliferation of a Human Head 
and Neck Squamous Carcinoma Cell Line (HN-1) 
by Catecholamines and Histamine 
J TH B U M A N ' D J TH WAGENER 1 S J GRAAFSMA 2 . J M С WESSELS 3 and Ρ VAN DEN BROEK* 
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6323 GA Ni/megen, The Netherlands 
Abstract. TTie effects of catecholamines and histamine on the 
HN-l human head and neck squamous carcinoma cell line 
were determined bv analyzing binding of I-)123 l-todocvano-
pindolol (6- adrenergic antagonist) clonogenicity in soft agar, 
and cell cicle effects bv dual-parameter flow cytometry Bind­
ing studies revealed the presence of 6-adrenergic receptors with 
an affinity between 11-13 pM and a capacitv between 3 8 S 3 
fmoUIO* cells A clonogemc assav demonstrated that both 
isoproterenol and histamine gave a minor inhibition of clo-
nogenicm which could be reversed with propranolol and 
Cimetidine respectivelv Pretreatment with propranolol fol­
lowed bv isoproterenol treatment abolished the inhibitor/ 
effect of isoproterenol on clonogentcirv Catecholamines and 
histamine modulated the proliferation of HN-1 cells which was 
generated through receptor binding 
Presentlv available antitumor treatments are mainlv based on 
the use of surgery combined with irradiation and/or the use of 
cytotoxic drugs The latter two treatment modalities interfere 
at various levels either with D N A or protein svnthesis. which 
will simultaneouslv affect both target and normal cells This 
will lead to alterations in the immune system and normal 
physiological functions of the patient. 
Malignant transformation of normal cells is related to a 
number of significant changes in cellular functions An under­
standing of these changes, especially the signals and factors 
regulating cell proliferation, is fundamental for the elucida­
tion of the mechanisms underlying tumor development (I ) 
Evidence suggests that growth and maturation of normal 
squamous cells depend upon the presence and interactions of 
Correspondence and reprint requests to Dr J Th Bijman Si 
Radboud Umvereiry Hospital. Depanment of Internal Medicine 
Division of Medical Oncology Geen Grooteplein Zuid 8 6525 
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Kev Words Catecholamines, histamine, proliferation, human 
SCC line 
vanous hormones ( 2 . 3 ) and second messengen inside the cell 
(4) 
The use of cell maturation modulators could therefore be a 
genuine approach for eradicating tumor burden in patients 
Such manipulations seem to have limited effects on normal 
cells (5-7) Since catecholamines and histamine are capable of 
regulating several cellular functions in a vanetv of develo­
ping, differentiating, and malignant tissues (8-12), we invesn-
gated the effen of these biogenic amines on the proliferation 
of human HN-1 cells in vitro 
Materials and Methods 
An established cell line was used for the present citpenments HN-1 was 
derived from a human squamous cell carcinoma of the tongue ( 13) The 
cell line was kindly made available bv Dr С Haemmerli of the Division 
of Cancer Research University of Zurich Switzerland 
Cells were rounnelv grown in 2jsq cm culture flasks (Costar) using 
Eagle s minimal esscnnal medium (MEM Gibco Europe) supplemented 
with 10*^  fetal bovine serum (FBS Gibco Europe) plus ^0 ug/ml 
gentamvcin (Boehnngcr) and 2 mM L glulamme (Gibco Europe) For 
clonogcmcilv tests 5 00U cells were cultured in 35 mm culture dishes 
(Coslar) in 1 ml 0 З^с soft agar (Bacto Difco) made with a medium 
mixture (11) of conditioned medium from routine HN-l cultures (7 days 
in culture) and MEM plus 1СГ;· FBS The undcrlaver (I ml) was ΰ 5Pi­
agar with MEM plus 10% FBS The stock agar solution ІЗ^) was alwavs 
boiled (15 mm) immcdiatelv before use without pnor autoclaving was 
made fresh for each expenmcnl and was kept in a water bath at эО*С 
After a 14-dBy incubation period at 37*C in a humidified atmosphere 
(Heraeus 0-5060 EC 0
:
) in a gas phase of 5·* CO- ΙΟΊ О. and 8 5 ^ 
Ν- colonies were counted with an invened phase contrast microscope 
(Olvmpus CK2 Tr) Plating efficicncv of HN I tells in the above-
mentioned scmi-soltd medium combination was gcnerallv 10*7 
To investigate the effeu of catecholamines and histamine «.ells were 
treated during the entire incubation penod of 14 davs Accordingly a 
range of substances was tested in vim for their ability to affect the 
proportion of cells producing colonics in soft agar The drugs used were 
( ΐ ) epincphnne (аб-agonist) (±) norepinephrine lay6-agomst) 
(±Hsoprotercnol (6-agonisl) (±).propranolul (б-aniagonisl) dopa· 
mine histamine Cimetidine (H--antagonisl) (all from Sigma) phentola· 
mine (a antagonist) and CGP 12177 (&-antagonisi) (the latter two from 
Ciba-Geigy) Binding expenmems on plated cells (plateau phase cells) 
were performed as follows Growth medium was removed cultures were 
washed twice with PBS and I-)13 I lodocvanupmdolol ('-'l-CYP New 
England Nuclear) was added in coiKcntrations ranging from 2 75 pM 
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Figure I For binding еірептеяа plueau phase ΗΝ·ί cttls wen trxubauä with sl CYP for 60 mm at 3TC Son spettfie binding of 'SI СУР was 
ажиптпеа Ьч the tuUtnon of either ι Al 2*10*4 Iti ртрппЫЫ ІШі or i В) 10*4 ССР 12177 г Ai TV drawn luie wahout poma rtpnsena the 
computer eatculûted data of specific buiding of '^I CYP 
Conaureni tesis were perfomied adding an excess of displacing agent 
either (±) propranolol (2x ΙΟ·*!»!) or ihe hydrophihc agent COP 12177 
( 1<У*М\ The celb were incubated at ЗТЧГ for 60 min After incubation 
2S0 id supernatant was taken to measure the free concentration of 
l29l-CYP Subsequcndy the cultures were washed three times trypsn 
ntzed and the bound radioactivitv was counted (gamma counter EMI 
Nuclear Enterprises) Specific binding (receptor densitv) wis defined as 
total binding minus radtoacuvity measured in the presence of IxltT'M 
(±) propranolol or KT'M CGP 12177 Affinity (Kd) and receptor densitv 
were calculated by subjecting the data to a non linear least squares curve 
fitting procedure using the Gauss Newton Algorithm 
Flow cvtometnc anaivsis was pertormed as previously described 
(15 16) Aliquotsof 10й ml ethanol (70%) fixed cells were stained in PBS 
plus I mM EDTA containing 15 ugftnl propidiunt iodide (CaJbiochem) 
I) 02 >jg/ml fluorescein taothiocvanate (FTTC) and 0 1 tng/ml RNase 
Dual parameter measurements 164x64 channels) were obtained compar 
mg ON A (redi м protein (green) content AJI data were stored direcüv 
on hard disc using a Digital PDP 11 computer Generally 30 000 tells 
were stored per measurement 
Resulti and Dfecuanon 
Saturation binding curves were obtained Figure 1 displays 
saturation curves of 125I CYP to plated HN-l cells and the 
specific binding of ' а І-СУР (drawn line without points) as 
analyzed by a computer-assisted method It revealed that 
'^I-CYP bound to a population of sites with an estimated 
Kd between 13 5 pM (excess propranolol present) and 11 pM 
(excess of the hydrofylic CGP 12177 present) B
m
„ was 
respectively 8 5 fmol/lO1 cells (approximately 50 000 sites per 
cell) and 5 75 fmol/105 cells (approximately 35 000 sites per 
cell) CGP 12177 binds exclusively to cell surface receptors 
( 17) while propranolol because of its hpophilicitv enters the 
cell'and can bind to .ntracellular structures Companson of 
the displacement data obtained with excess propranolol (Fi­
gure 1A) and excess CGP 12177 (Figure IB) indicated that 
two thirds of the bound activity could be attributed to surface 
specific binding to 6-adrenergic receptors The remaining 
bound activity was either non-specific non-6-adrenoceptor 
or had passed the cell membrane into the cell ( 18 19) part of 
it could also be attributed to internalization of the '^I-CYP-
receptor complex (20) 
In Figure 2 are shown the results of catecholamine and 
histamine treatment on clonogemcity (percent of control) of 
HN-l cells in soft agar Each drug tested was present during 
the entire incubation period As is shown in Figure 2A the 
minor inhibitory effect of 10 'M isoproterenol on clonogemc­
ity was completely antagonized with З х Ю ' М propranolol 
when present dunng the entire culture period It substanti­
ated the results obtained with the binding studies indicating 
that б-adrenergic receptors are present These experiments 
further show that б-adrenergic receptors are functionally 
involved in cell proliferation The effect on possible a-
adrenergic recepten could not be shown with either nore-
pinephnne or epinephrine nor after phentolamine treatment 
with or without norepinephnne (Figure 2B) However the 
size of the average colony was larger after treatment with 
ICr'M norepinephnne than that of colonies in control cul­
tures Similar results were obtained with dopamine treated 
cells (data not shown) Histamine (10 5М) treatment gave a 
minor inhibitory effect on clonogemcity When Cimetidine 
was co-applied with histamine it antagonized the ability of 
histamine to lower the clonogemcity in a concentration -
dependent manner It indirectly indicated the presence of 
Hi-receptors on HN-l cells with implications for cell prolif­
eration 
Figure 3 shows flow cvtometnc dual-parameter analysis of 
HN-l cells in exponential growth phase measunng the 
relative DNA content and protein content Cells in exponen-
tial growth phase were rendered quiescent (all cells in G, 
phase) by 72h serum deprivation (0 25% FBS) and were 
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Figure 3 Flow cylomttnc duoi-panmeier mauunmem <ЫхЫ zhaimttsi of HS-l ceü] stauud with proptàutm ияЫ* for DNA contení iajaaisot tuta 
wuh FÍTC for рпиая content tordineut Ceih were released from plateau phmc and tnonuored et Ih inrerv als of whtch the 24h and 18h data are shown 
Ceto wen treated with to'1 M norepuiephnne or HT*M ргоргалЫЫ at the ame of release from gmwth arrest For each dual-parameter measurement 
30,000 ceils were processed 
subsequently released from growth arrest by readdition of a 
fully supplemented medium using the conditioned medium 
removed before serum depnvation. The majonty of the cells 
entered S-phase in cohort within 24h (Figure 3. control) 
Addition of ICr'M norepinephrine to cell cultures at the tune 
of the release of growth arrest had no influence on the 
occurrence of the first cohort of cells entering S-phase. 
However, as is shown in Figure 3. after 48h more cells were 
traversing the cell cycle, compared to the control. For 
purposes of comparison the effect of 10ΛΜ propranolol is 
shown. Propranolol treatment prevented most of the cells 
from entering S-phase. although some cells succeeded in 
starting ONA synthesis After -Hih most of the cells were still 
in the G, phase. With microscopy it could be observed that 
the cells accumulated black granules in the cytoplasma 
around the nucleus. Indirect immunofluorescent measure­
ment of cytokeratins indicated no enhancement of keratin 
(data not shown). 
In Figure 4 are shown the effects of a 72h pretreatment of 
HN-1 cells in exponential growth phase with propranolol 
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Figure * Tbe effect of рптттт тЛ ixMf'M рг рппЫЫ or Iff M 
tsoprottrtnot for Tlhonihem vitro raporue of HN-l cells to the mthcated 
concenmuora of isoproterenol Ci propranolol ¡At isoproterenol 
ClonogenKisv dosa и espreued as pcrcemage of control (mean of three 
separate experunerus in duplicalel 
(5x 10"3M) or isoproterenol (КГ'М) Cells were subsequently 
harvested and plated in soft agar with the indicated concen­
tration of isoproterenol present Isoproterenol is effective in 
lowering clonogemcitv when cells are preexposed to iso­
proterenol (Figure 4, A), which is not in agreement with the 
generally accepted idea that prolonged stimulation of 6-
adrenergic receptors with a speafic agonist decreases the 
number of functional б-adrenergic binding sites and. hence. 
would tower the responsiveness of HN-L cells to isoprotere­
nol (19.21) On the other hand, propranolol pretreated cells 
were less sensitive to isoproterenol as compared «nth the 
effect on isoproterenol pretreated cells (Figure 4, · ) This 
latter effect corresponds with a decrease in active 6-
adrenergic receptors after propranolol treatment Probably 
the propranolol-6-receptor complex is stable during the wash 
procedure before trypsuuzation and the subsequent culture in 
soft agar. 
In conclusion, (-adrenergic receptors are clearlv involved. 
while α-adrenergic and Hyhistamine receptors have a less 
prominent effect on the proliferation of HN-l cells. 
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Modulation of placental alkaline phosphatase activity and cytokeratins in 
human HN-1 cells by butyrate, retinoic acid, catecholamines and 
histamine 
J.Tb. Bijman1, D.J.Th. Wagener1, H. van Rennes1, J.M.C. Wessels2, F.C.S. Ramaekers3 
& Ρ van den Broek4 
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S ^ M V T The efTocts of buiyimie ind пипок aod in cofflbinaUon with aiecholamina or haumjoe OD the 
HN-l human head and neck squamoui careinoma csU line wen invesugated anaJvsing cell prolifération. 
pbcenul ¿Ikalioe phosphataie (PLAP) аси ну and reUuve cyiokenün coment 
Butyrau inhibited cdl ргоІіГегжиоп in ¿gar wheregj retinoic acid induced a small inhibitory efTect. Butyraie 
enhanced PLAP acuvity m a time related manner in contrait to retinoic aad. which had no significant efTect 
However retinóte aad inhibited the clTncy of bulvnte to induce PLAP activiiy A synerpiuc enhancement 
of PLAP activity was demonurated ifier treatment of butyrate preumied cells with causholammes or 
histamine The 0-adiciici|ic anugontst propranolol partlv inhibited the jlomnemioned enhancement ot PLAP 
acuvity wheteaa the і-айіепегде antagonist pheniolamine funher enhanced PLAP acuvity Indirect labelinf 
of kerauns with a polyclonal anubody showed that «.ytokeraun content was enhanced by butyrate but not by 
retinoc aad Funher analysis of cyiokeratin content шп| four monoclonal anubodio showed that labeting 
of cytokeratins (5 + 8) was incraied by butyraie 
PLAP activity could be modulated by a concerted acttoa of either butyrate plus retinoic aad or butyrate 
phs catecbolanunes or hisiaminc indicatui| a poaiibte rote for PLAP in tumour cell proliferation 
Squamous cdl carcinomas of the head and neck region often 
contain large keratinized patches of well differentiated 
squamous cells embedded m nesis of less difTermuated 
tumour cells The malignant stem ceil compartment m the 
tumour presumably gives nse to a progeny of cells that 
either continues to proliferate or acquires difTeremiauon 
charactenstia which finally gives nse to lemunally matured 
end-stage cells. 
As is shown ю numerous reports, butyrate. retinóte acid. 
interferon, glucocorticoids, polar solvents, and certain chemo· 
therapeutic agents can modulate terminal differentiation 
(Augeroη & Uboisse. 19*4 Burke 1986 Jetten. 1984. Ross 
et ai. 1985. Sartorelh. 1983). accompanied by inhibition of 
proliferation (Pierce & Wallace. 1971 Prasad & Smha. 
1976). morphological changes (Abe £ Kufe 1904 Kamech 
et ai. 1986). and an increase in the production of specific 
antigens and enzymes (Reese & Pohtano 1981. Monta er α/. 
1982. Abe & Kufe. 1984. Reese et ai. 1985), such as CEA 
and alkaline phosphatase. These eflecu were m most cases 
reversible, although some authors claimed a more 
permanently atfected cell progeny after treatment (Augeron 
A Labotssc. 1984. Rasi et ai. 1985) It was indicated that 
for «ample butyrate and геипок aad provided a trigger 
mechanism, which if properly administered to л cell would 
eventually lead to a terminally matured tumour cell 
Recently it was shown that cAMP-elevaung agents like 
catecholamines, potentiated the action of retinóte acid in 
eliciting normal epithelial cell difTerentiation (SchiiT A 
Moore. 1985) Catecholamines have other intriguing effects 
on cells, including regulation of cell division (Kennedy et al. 
1985 Tution & Barkla. 1980). induction of alkaline 
phosphatase (Mary & Rao- 1981). and reduction of the total 
number of EG F receptors (Cruise et al 1986) In ι he light 
of the increased number of EGF receptors on malignant 
squamous cells the aforementioned elTect might be very 
promising (Cowley et ai, 1986) 
The present study, using HN-l squamous carunoma cells. 
demonstrated that butyrate inhibited clonogematy in soft 
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agar, enhanced placental alkaline phosphatase (PLAP) 
acuvity and increased relative cytokeratin content, in 
contrast to retinoic actd Retinoic aad. however, inhibited 
the enhancement of PLAP acuvity induced by butyrate 
Receptor studies with HN-l cells showed that /¡-adrenergic· 
like receptors were present (Bijman et ai 1987) In view of 
the divene elTects of catecholamines on tumour cells, 
combinations with butyrate or геипою acid were examined. 
Materiali aad method· 
Chemicals 
Drugs used were ( ± )eptnephnne. ( ± )noreptnephnne. 
( ± )isoproterenol, dopamine, histamine, ( ± Jpropranolol. 
ametidme. phentolamine (Ciba Geigy). sodium butyrate. 
and dll-trans-retinoK aad For enzvme analysis 4-methyl-
umbdlileryl phosphate (4-M UP). J-methylum belli fervi (4-
MU). and 2*amino-2-methyM 3-propancdiol were used The 
4-MUP was purified betöre use to remove traces of free 4-
MU For DNA analysis 4' S-diamidino*2-phenylindóle 
( DAPI Boehnnger) was used All ihemtcals without 
company name acknowledged in parentheses were from 
Sigma 
Cell cuiture 
An established cdl line, deignated HN-l was used for the 
present experiments The cell line was derived from a human 
squamous cell carcinoma of the tongue (Easty et ai. 1981) 
and was kindly made available by Dr G Haemmerli of the 
Division ol Cancer Research. University of Zurich, 
Switzerland. 
Cells were routinely grown in 25 cm- culture flasks 
(Costar) using Eagles minimal essential medium (MEM, 
Gibco Europe) supplemented with 10*/« toctal bovine serum 
(FBS. Gì beo Europe) plus 50 Mg ml"1 gemamictn 
(Boehnnger) and 2 т м L-glutaminc (Giòco Europe) Cells 
were stored at 3T С m a humidified atmosphere (Heraeus. 
B-5060 ECO.) in a gas phase ol 5% CO.. 10% O.. and 
85% N, 
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For çlonogcnraty tests. 5.000 cells were cultured in 35 ram 
culture dishes (Costar) in I ml 0 3% soft agar (Bacio DiCco) 
made with a medium mixture (1 I) of conditioned medium 
from routine HN-l cultura (7 days m culture) and MEM 
plus 10% F BS- The underlayer (1ml) was 0 5 4 agar in 
MEM plus 10% FBS The stock agar solution (3%) was 
always boiled (15 mm) immediaidy before use without 
prior autodavmg, was made fresh for each expenmeoL and 
was kept in a water bath at 50°С 
Cells were cultured with vinous concentrations of 
bulyrate or геипою aad continuously present, or after a 3-
day preueaimem After г 14 day incubation period colonies 
were counted with an inverted phase contrast microscope 
(Olympus. CK2-Tr) Plating еШаепсу of control HN-I 
cultures was generally 10·/· 
Flow cvtomeiry 
ExponenuaUy growing HN-l celli (3 days) were made 
quiescent by serum deprivation for 3 days m 0 25% FBS 
Subsequently, the cells were released from growth arrest by 
adding the conditioned medium obtained from the ftrct 3 
days m culture plus additive (bulyrate or геипок aad) Cell 
proliferation was monitored for 48 h taking sampks at 12 h 
intervals. Celb were trypsinizcd and fixed in cold ethanol 
(70%) DNA and protein content were determined by flow 
cytometry Flow cytometric analyses were perlormed as 
previously desenbed (Bijman et ai. 198Я Aliquota of 
10*ml-1 ethanol fixed celb were stained in PBS plus 
I т м EDTA containing ^ g m l " ' proptdium iodide 
(Calbracbem). 002/ig ml"' Лиогезсеш isothiocya/tate 
(FTTO. and 0 1 mg ml - 1 RNAse (Sigma) Dual-parameter 
measufemena (64 ж 64 channels) were obtained by 
comparing relauve DNA (red) vs. relative prolan (green) 
content 
For cytokeratin analysis ethanol fixed celb were labeled 
(30 mm) with K.-40. which ts a broadly cross-reacting 
polyclonal anubody for cytokerauns as described elsewhere 
(Ramacken et ai. 1984, Bijman et ai. 1986) or with 4 
dilTerem monoclonal antibodies ie.. RCK-102. RCK-IOS. 
RKSE-60. and RCK-I06. analysing cytokerauns 5 + 8 7, Ю. 
*nd 18 respectively iRamaeken ei ai. 1983) For claaiilkation 
sec Moll el ai (1982) Cells were washed 3 urnes with PBS 
plus 5% FBS and subsequently labeled with a FITC-
conjugated second anubody Cells were washed 3 times and 
stained with propidium iodide (ІЗдвтГ 1 ) , to perform two-
colour (green vs red) fluorescence measurements. The data 
accumulated were directly stored on hard disc using a 
Digital PDP-11 computer. Generally 30.000 celb were 
analysed for each measurement. 
ВикНеткоі anaivsu 
From stationery growth phase cultures (7 days in culture) 
10' celb were subcultured in 25cm1 flasks in 4ml MEM plus 
10°,, FBS After a 4 day exponential growth period, celb 
were treated with either butyrate (2тм) or геипою aad 
П0~*ч) Catecholamines, histamine, and antagonists were 
added to the medium 24 h after the start of bulyrate or 
retinole acid treatment, without changing the medium Cells 
were trypsinized. cenmfuged in MEM plus 10% FBS (5 mm. 
200;), and resuspended in I mg ml"1 bovine serum albumin 
(BSA) in water All spenmens were stored for up to 3 days 
at -80" С Cells were I y sed using one cycle of freeze-ihawmg 
followed by somcatton (10 see-twice, amplitude of 12 
micron. Soniprep 150 MSE) Suspensions were incubated at 
62 С overnight in a water bath (I7h) to inactivate ail non· 
placental isoenzymes and centnfuged for 5 mm at 2000 j 
Placental alkaline phosphatase (FLAP) activity was 
determined as described elsewhere (Mier A Rennes. І982д) 
Bnefly, the PLAP reagent contained final concentrations of 
0 5 т м 4-MUP (diluted from punfied stock solution), 
5mMNaF and 100тм 2-amino*2-methyl-l. 3-propanediol 
at pH9 8 The reaction was initiated by the addition of 
20 ¿d reagent to 400 μΐ sample After an incubation penod 
of I h at 370C. the tubs were transferred to roe and I ml 
carbonate-bicarbonate buffer (200 тм. pH 10 Я was added. 
Fluorescence was measured ai дех —372nm and л е т * 
438 nm (Aminco. Bowman) After subtracuon of the blank, 
the 4-MU liberated was calcula led using a reference standard 
of Ι μΜ 4-MU in carbonate-bicarbonate ЬиЯег 
DNA content of the specimens was determined as the 
duorescent complex with DA PI by adding 50μ1 of a 
20πgmΓ , DAPI solution in Ютм Tns HCl with ph 7 0 
(Mier A Rennes, I982A) Fluorescence was measured at лех« 
372 nm and /em-438nm DNA from calf thymus was 
used as standard (400pgmr l in 5ml NaOH) All assays 
were earned out in duplicate and appropriate controls were 
included. PLAP activity was expressed as pmol 4-MU 
released nun " ' Mg " ' DNA 
Effect ofbutvrate and retinóte acta on protí/eranon 
The effect of bulyrate (0 5-2.5тм) and reunotc acid (IO" 1 1 -
1 0 " M) on the proliferation of HN-I cells was monitored 
after a 3 day pretreauncnt of celb in the exponential growth 
phase or treatment during colony growth in soft agar 
Butyrate inhibited colony growth of HN-I cells in a dose-
dependent manner, when continuously present Complete 
inhibition of colony growth occurred at 2 5 т м butvrate 
(Figure IA) Pretreauncnt with various concemrauons of 
butyrate for 3 days and subsequent culture produced a 
minor inhibiuon In contrast retinóte aad when continuously 
present exhibited a small inhibitory effect on colony growth 
However, pretreatment for 3 days with venous concen-
trations of reunotc aad increased clonogentaty (Figure IB) 
The average size of the colonies increased (data not shown) 
compared to controls 
' 0 0 • 
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FtfVi 1 The dTect of a I* day (continuouil incubation or a I 
amy pretreaimcnl with buiyrau (A) or reunotc JCUJ (Bl on ihe in 
varo таропк of HN-I drib grown in 0 3% soft л%лі (A). 
Continuous incubation. ( · ) . J day pteinaiment Gonogennty 
data expressed «s % of comrot (man of two separate 
expenmenui 
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PLAP A C n v m r AND CYTOKERATINS IN HN-l CELL5 
In Rgure 2 are shown flow cyiomemc analysa of 
synchronized ΗΝ-1 cells treated for 48 h with 2 т м butyrate 
or 10~ м retinóte acid at the time of retease from growth 
arrest (all cells to G, phase) Rdauvc DNA content was 
compared with relative protein content Retinóte aad had no 
effect on the Tint cohort (24 h) of cells entering the cell cycle. 
The cells ceased proliferating after the lint cycle, whereas in 
control cultures (data not shown) approximately half of the 
population was still in cycle It was noted that retinoic aad 
treated cells adhered more firmly to the plastic flask, when 
trypsinizmg the cells. In contrut butyrate clearly inhibited 
the cells from entering the cell cycle, although some cells 
esoped the blockade These cells were inhibited again at the 
GjM transition (48 h) The number of cells in culture was 
the same at both Oh and 48h, indicaüng that the cells could 
not ГишЬ the cell cycle. 
Butyraea 
Flfw* Ζ Representative flow eyiometnc diul-ptnmeter 
meuuiemenu (64x64 channel·) of HN-l crib stained with 
propidium iodide for DNA content (abiauat and with FFTC for 
protein content (ordinate! Cdls were released from a forced 
ustionary phase (in 0 25*/· FBS), treated with 10"* ч геигкме 
aad or 2тм butyrate. and monitored at I2h intervals of which 
[he 24 h. H h. and 48 h dai* are shown For each dual-pamneter 
measunrneni №.000 crils * 
І 
> 
I о 
Í s 
0.L 
Time (dava) 
Fig«« Э Time related response of PLAP acuvitv m HN-l oetls 
to butyrate (2тмі and теипок aad (IO""«! ( · ) . control (A), 
2тм butyntc. (•). 10"* м геитнс aad Points, mean οι four 
nu±i<L 
U 
- l o g (retinoic aod) M/butvrtt· imMt 
Fifa« 4 EITect al retinoic acid un ι he efficace ÜI tmiyrate to 
enhance PLAP «iivtiy Pmrra imeni (24 h) wuh 2пім bu ivraie 
(AJ or \0~*ч retinole aad (•) lollüwed bv a combined 
treatment with the indicated concentrations ot геиоок acid or 
butyrate for 48 h PLAP acuvuv in buivraie i A) or геипок aad 
(•) trrated eclb (72 hi is used и control Points mean nino of 
ecKpenmenufsd. 
Pretreatment with 2mM butyrate for 24 h followed by an 
additional 48 h combined incubation with retinoic acid 
(IO~IO-IO~44) clearly showed that even during butyrate 
treatment retinóte acid inhibited PLAP 
Effects of tmiyrate and retinóte acta an PLAP aettvitv 
Exponentially growing HN-l cells (4 days-day 0) had a 
PLAP activity of 2 22±069pmolmin" ,^g"1 DNA AAer 7 
days (day 3) the activity was enhanced two-fold. 4s shown 
in Figure 3. 2 т м butyrate induced a sigmlìcam urne related 
activation of PLAP After 72 h the PLAP activity was 
enhanced approximately 10-fold compared to untreated cells 
Retinoic acid (I0~4M) had a small but insignificant effect on 
PLAP acuvity 
Figure 4 shows that pretreatment of exponentially growing 
HN-l cells with 10"'м retinoic acid for 24h inhibited the 
stimulatory effect on PLAP acuvity of a subsequent 48 h 
combined locubauon with butyrate (0 5-2.5 тм) 
The effect of catechoiammes and hutamtne on PL 4 Ρ aettvitv 
Catecholamine and histamine receptor involvement was 
investigated using several ligands As shown m Figure 5 
epinephrine, norepinephnne. and dopamine had no effect on 
PLAP activity, whereas isoproterenol and histamine 
produced a small activation of PLAP compared to untreated 
cells A 24 h pretreatment with 2 т м buiynite. followed by a 
combined treatment for 24 h with one of the catecholamines 
or histamine produced a synergistic enhancement of PLAP 
activity compared to PLAP activity in butyrate treated (48 h) 
cells Pretreatment with 1 0 " м retinoic acid followed by a 
combined treatment with catecholamines or histamine had 
no etTcct on PLAP acuvity compared to the PLAP activity 
m retinoic acid treated cells 
Θ2 
J Th. BUMAN ег al 
Relativ« PLAP Ktivity 
Прв« 5 Effect of 10"'м cttecholAiainai or hmaimoe oa 
PLAP acuviiy (Q). without pmmunent. PLAP acuviiy ю 
uatreaied adls к uMd аа coairoJ iQ). pretratunem {2*h) with 
ΐπΐΜ bulvnte, followed by a 24h combined tremuneni of 
butynu with the indicated amine, PLAP activity іл Зтм 
buiyrau treated ceUs l*$b) u toed as control ІШ . ртяге»imeni 
(24h) with 10"* м retinóte aad. followed by a 24h combined 
tralnwni of minóte aad with the indicated amine. PLAP 
acnvity m reunotc and treaicd cdls (48 h) и used a» control 
Ratio α averafe of 2 separate екраппеаи 
Th* effect ofantagonuts tm PLAP aetivitv 
Dote response curves of the antagonists propranolol and 
phentolamine on PLAP activity are shown in Figure 6 
Pretreatment of cells with 2 т м but у rate (24 h) followed by a 
combined treatment (24h) of bulyrate with 10"' ч 
isoproterenol plus the indicated concentrations of 
propranolol produced a partial inhibition of PLAP activity 
In contrast, phentolamine produced an enhancement of 
PLAP activity compared to control cells treated with 
norepmephnne plus butyrate Cimetidine (Η, antagonist) 
had no effect on PLAP activity induced by histamine plus 
butyrate (data not shown) 
* 1 
The effect of butyrate and reimou acid on cviokeratms 
Figure 7A shows a Dow cytomelnc analysis of relative 
cytokeratin content and relative DNA content of cells 
eiponenually growing for 4 days In Figure 7B.C are 
documented the eflccts of ΙΟ-* M retinóte aad and 2mM 
butyrate treatment (48 h) on relative keratin content 
respectively Butyrate (Figure 7C) cleariy enhanced the 
relative keratin contenu whereas rcunotc acid exerted no 
effect The data on retinóte acid treated cells (Figure 7B) are 
comparable with those obtained with control cultures (48 h) 
Further investigations using 4 monoclonal antibodies with 
which cytokeraiins 5 + 8. 7 10. and 18 can be distinguished. 
showed that butynue increased labeling of cyiokeratins 5-»-8 
(Table I), whereas with retmoic aad again no effect was 
detectable 
Flfw* 7 Repmentauv* (low cytometric d 
measuretnenu (64 к 64 channels) of HN*I cells stained with 
pfoptdium iodide (ordinate) and FITC indirect inununo-
fluorescence of cytokeraun (abscusai (A) control culture 
exponentially growinf at day 4 (B) cells treated at day 4 with 
10 "'м пилок sod for 48 h Control cdls ai day 6 gave «milar 
rouJu. (C) cdls treated al day 4 with 2 ты but y raie for 48 h 
For each dual-parameter measurement JO 000 cells were 
J_ 
-log («ntagonisr) м 
Fifa** ЕЛеа of propranolol (A) or phentolamine ( · ) on 
PLAP acimiv induced by buiyraie plus catecholamine Cells 
wen pretreaied with 2тм butyrate for 24 h followed by a 
combined tratmeni of buivrate with either 10" ' ч isoproterenol 
(A) or IO^'M norephmephnne ( · ) plus the indicated 
conccDtrauons propranolol or phentolamine PLAP activity m 
cdls treated with 2тм butyrate plus isoproierenol or 
norephmephnne is used as control Points, mean ratio of three 
sparate wpenmentstad. 
The results of this repon confirmed the observations made 
by numerous investigators concerning the elTect of sodium 
buivrate on tumour cells (Monta et at. 1982. Augeron & 
Laboisse. 1984 Reese г/ a/. 1985) Butyrate increased or 
diminished the activities of several enzymes depending on the 
cell type under investigation (Prasad. 1980) or influenced the 
production of certain proteins. • e i-foetoprotan. albumin. 
or caremoembryomc antigen (Abe & fCuie, 1984 Nakagawa 
et ai.. 1985) These changes ш gene expression were most 
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PLAP ACnvTTY AND CYTOKERATÎNS IN HN-1 CELLS 
ТаЫ· I Effect of buiynu and ÍWJIKHC ood on HN-l knatm 
fìlimenu anaiyzod by now cytometry ішп| 4 monoclonal алиЬтеЬо 
RCK-t02 RCK-103 ЛКЗВ-бО RCK-106 
CJC4J+Ä) CK-7 CK-10 CK-iS 
Cootrol" + ' ± t + 
Buiynte + + ± t + 
Retinóte Aad + ± ± + 
[ I 0 _ < 4 I 
'атрІіГкг gun wu in with cootroJ crib iiiuig RCK-tOL unul а 
яішіаг mullipanmeter display wu obtained as shown in Fifa* ТА. 
* 4- -роміі е staining (compare with Finn 7At + •*• "enhanced 
ttauitng (compare with Fifa« 7 0 . i « les siauunf than сооілЯ 
(compare with Flfare ТВ) 
ргоЬаЫу due to aiterauons in chromatin structure (Kitzis et 
ai. 1480) and the incrcaaed chromaun acetylauon (Rjggs et 
ai. I9T7). which induced an increase in transenption 
In (his studv we have presented well documented results in 
which modulation of cell proliferauon. PLAP acuviiy and 
reiaüve keratin content have been attributed to a 
re&ponsivencss to butyrate and reunoic dad which are 
believed to be strong modulators of maturation (Augeron & 
Laboisse 1984) Note the strong (Figure 4) inhibitory effect 
of retinóte aad on the efficacy of butyrate to stimulate 
PLAP activity Clan fica t ion ol the mechanisms of acuon and 
the exact role of (placental) alkaline phosphatase in 
proliferation would greatly improve our knowledge of 
tumour cell growth A concerted acuon of butyrate and 
catecholamines may be mediated by complementary types of 
efTects at the intracellular level The results obtained with 
antagonists mdiated that either receptor binding modulated 
the effect of butyrate. or butyrate amplified the signals 
filiated by binding to (heir receptors, or the cascade of 
biochemical events occurring subsequent to receptor binding. 
It has been reported that butyrate induced the synthesu of β-
Retama 
ΛβΕ. M A KUFE. О W (1984) Effisct ot sodium butyrate on human 
breut carcinoma (MCF·f) cellular prolifention morphotofy 
and CEA production Smut Cancer Лез Treat 4, IV) 
AUGERON С « LABOISSE. C U (1984) Emergence of permanaiüy 
difTeremiaied cell clona in a human colonic ouicef cell line in 
culture alier tmUncnt with sodium butyrate Cancer Ret 44, 
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adrenergic receptors in HeLa cells (Tallman ei ai, \9TT) and 
their subsequent coupling to adenylate cyclase fHenneberry 
et ai. 1977) which greatly strengthens the latter hypothesis 
It might explain why phentholamme plus norepmephnne 
induced a higher PLAP activity m buiyrate treated cells 
Phentholamme inhibited i-adrenergK receptora, enabling 
more binding of norepmephnne to jS-adrenergK receptora, 
which were already increased in number by butyrate 
In normal human keraunoevtes vitamin A exerted a 
prommant effect on the type of keratin synthesized l Fuchs Λ 
Green 1981 Kim et ai, 1984) Therefore enhancement of 
cytokeraun content (cyiokerauns 5 + 8) induced by butvmte 
and not by retmoic aad was very interesting It is tempung 
to assume that correlation of certain biochemical changes in 
the cell with cessation of cell proliferation may imply dif­
ferentiation to a more mature phenotype However it is 
pertinent to note that sull many important questions 
concerning links to cell maturaiion need to be answered 
unambiguously It indicated that the use of altemauve 
characienzauon techniques is warranted including more 
research on the type ol keratin expressed lK.im et at 1984 
Moll ei ai 1982) possible detection ol the precursor protein 
involucnn of the comified envelope (Rei« et ai 1983) or 
analvsis of possible transglutaminase activity induced by 
difTerentiation-tnduang agents ( Mier et ai. unpublished 
results) 
In conclusion, butyrate enhanced PLAP activity which 
could be inhibited by retmoic acid or synergisiically enhanced 
by butyrate plus catecholamines The results obtained with 
antagonists showed that the еПесі on PLAP activity was 
exerted by sumulation of catecholamine-like receptors 
Funhermore. butyrate increased cytokeraun content of 
HN-l cells, which appeared to be due to keratins 5+8 
This work was supported by grant G, 83 from the University of 
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Θ.1 Conclusions 
Monocellular suspensions must be prepared from primary tumor 
specimens to enable flow cytometrical study of cell types present 
and/or to test anti-tumor activity of certain treatment modalities on 
the presumed tumor stem cell compartment in a clonogenic assay. 
Studies have been performed to improve dispersion of primary human 
head and neck squamous cell carcinomas, to investigate the type of 
cells present using flow cytometry and to culture primary tumor cells 
in vitro. Furthermore, induction of differentiation of malignant 
squamous cells was investigated using a permanent cell line. 
Major points were: 
(a) Primary human head and neck squamous cell carcinomas can be 
dispersed to a monocellular suspension, using a two-step enzymatic 
treatment technique. First, small pieces of tumor tissue should be 
treated with a mixture of collagenase/hyaluronidase at 37,C, removing 
debris, blood cells and fibroblast. With this treatment hardly any 
epithelial cells were dispersed. Second, the remaining tissue was 
suspended in a mixture of trypsin/dithioerythritol and incubated 
overnight on a tilting table at 4,C, to destroy disulfide bridges, 
junctional complexes and (glyco)protein bonds between the epithelial 
cells. Subsequent incubation in medium plus serum followed by 
agitation (30' at ЗТ'С; agitation every 5') on a Vortex-mixer released 
both diploid and aneuploid epithelial cells (Chapter 2 and 3). In 
conclusion, primary human head and neck tumor tissue can not be 
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dispersed by using collagenase alone, the aforementioned two-step 
enzymatic dispersion technique should be used instead. 
(b) Flow cytometry indicated that in approximately 60% of the tumor 
specimens an aneuploid stemline was present. In all cases the 
aneuploid stemline was either tnploid or tetraploid. In some cases 
the aneuploid stemline (G-,. cells) had a DNA content between tnploid 
and tetraploid. 
Initially, primary cell suspensions were cultured, which 
generated cultures containing either fibroblasts, a mixture of 
fibroblasts and epithelial cells, or only epithelial cells, depending 
on the type of medium used. It appeared that proliferation of 
fibroblasts can be inhibited in a low calcium medium. The cultured 
epithelial cells always had a diploid DNA content as evaluated with 
flow cytometry. These cells in all cases senesced and sloughed off 
within three to five passages, highly indicative for normal epithelial 
cells. From tumor tissue expiants better epithelial cultures were 
obtained, while aneuploid tumor cells proliferated slowly. in 
conclusion, it was found that malignant squamous cells adapt slowly to 
the in vitro culture conditions used (Chapter 4). 
(c) A human head and neck squamous carcinoma cell line (HN-1) was used 
to investigate induction of differentiation in malignant cells. The 
tumor cells appeared to have receptors for neurotransmitters, i.e., 
0-adrenergic-like receptors. Activation of these receptors inhibited 
proliferation of tumor cells in soft agar and enhanced the stimulatory 
effect of butyrate on placental alkaline phosphatase activity. 
Retinole acid inhibited this effect. Finally, butyrate modulated 
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cytokeratins as indicated by flow cytometry (Chapter б and 7). In 
conclusion, malignant squamous HN-1 cells can be influenced by the 
abovementioned drugs, however, further characterization is needed. 
Possible future directions are delineated in the next section. 
8.2 Future directions 
Many head and neck tumors are removed by surgery, while those 
that are unresectable are treated with irradiation and/or cytotoxic 
drugs. These toxic modalities not always give the desired results. 
Especially the acute and late effects occurring in normal cells 
(Chapter 1) are cumbersome. Therefore new ways for the eradication of 
malignant cells have to be looked into. 
It is hypothesized that malignant cells that produce offspring 
(donogen!с cells) still hold the instruments necessary to engage a 
fully operative differentiation program (Chapter 5). Because the 
delicate balance between cell division and cell maturation is lost 
malignant cells continuously cycle. Investigations on processes that 
reinstall this balance would give new approaches for the eradication 
of tumor cells. 
Future investigations will have to be directed to the effects of 
drugs already have proven to induce differentiation, i.e., butyrate, 
retinole acid, dexamethason, dimethylformamide, 5-azacytidine or 
fysiological proteins like interferon, interleukin and tumor necrosis 
factor. One could analyze clonogenicity in soft agar, (placental) 
alkaline phosphatase activity, involucrin synthesis, transglutaminase 
activity, phospholipase-C activity (specific for phosphatidylinositol) 
and the type of keratin synthesized. One should be aware that 
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interpretation of in vitro results on tumor maturation will be as 
difficult as the interpretation of studies with currently available 
treatment modalities, especially when data is extrapolated to the in 
vivo (human) situation. If concomittant research on tumor cell 
maturation is performed on primary cultures of malignant squamous 
cells, using early passages, these studies will produce more reliable 
results in comparison to the use of permanent cell lines. However, 
primary malignant squamous cells do not easily adapt to the in vitro 
conditions compared to diploid normal cells (fibroblasts and 
epithelial cells), indicating that chromosomal changes can occur 
during in vitro adaptation of malignant cells. Therefore, chromosomes 
have to be studied in early passages with for instance flow cytometry 
(flow karyotyping) and compared with chromosomes in following 
passages. This will allow us to monitor possible genetic changes, 
which subsides the detection limit of normal DNA flow cytometry. 
Finally, effects of normal cells (fibroblasts, monocytes/macrophages, 
or Lymphocytes) on primary tumor cells during cocuitures with these 
cells have to be investigated. 
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Зияшагу 
Proliferation of human head and neck squamous carcinoma cells in 
vitro using primary tumor specimens or cell suspensions derived from 
these specimens is difficult to accomplish. Much ingenuity will be 
needed to unravel the problems encountered. Still, primary cultures 
of proliferating carcinoma cells representative for a particular tumor 
should be the main goal. It will enhance the feasibility of drug 
studies with primary tumor cells and will eventually produce more 
reliable results as compared to the use of established cell lines. 
Studies on soft agar cultures of single cell suspensions from 
primary tumors indicated sofar that malignant squamous cells do not 
grow easily, while many such cultures are lost due to contamination 
with bacteria, yeast, or fungi. The past ten years researchers have 
been working on the procedures for the establishment of single cell 
suspensions from all kinds of tumors and the subsequent in vitro 
culturing of the suspended tumor cells. However, noteworthy results 
have not yet been obtained. For human head and neck squamous cell 
carcinomas it was therefore necessary to investigate first the 
techniques which would enable the dispersion of freshly excised 
specimens to a single cell suspension, representative for the 
particular specimen obtained. 
In chapter 2 and 3 are delineated several dispersion techniques. 
Cells in suspension were analyzed with flow cytometry measuring DNA 
content (relative), cytokeratin, or cell size. The data clearly 
indicated that the frequently used enzyme cocktail collagenase plus 
DNase could not suspend epithelial cells or in particular aneuploid 
squamous cells. However, trypsin and dithioerythritol more 
succesfully enabled the release of epithelial cells from tumor tissue. 
Pretreatment of tumor tissue with collagenase plus hyaluronidase 
optimized the effect of trypsin/dithioerythritol. With flow cytometry 
determination of both DNA and cytokeratin content acknowledged this 
phenomenon. 
In chapter 4 several culture conditions were tested with the 
objective to obtain primary outgrowth of malignant squamous cells. It 
appeared to be very difficult to culture these malignant cells. 
Without the use of serum epithelial cells emerged within a few weeks, 
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while proliferation of fibroblasts was minimal. With serum added both 
fibroblasts and diploid epithelial cells grew, without any sign of a 
proliferating population of malignant squamous cells as indicated by 
flow cytometry. This substantiation with flow cytometry was only 
possible if aneuploid cells were detected in the primary cell 
suspension. The best cultures were obtained with untreated 
(enzymatic) small pieces of tumor tissue directly put in culture 
medium. However, the proliferation of diploid epithelial cells and 
fibroblasts remained troublesome. 
Dr.Elprana from the department of Otolaryngology established 
solid tumor lines in nude mice (xenografts) from specimens that were 
also cultured directly in vitro. From one such tumor line early 
passage carcinoma cells with a triploid DNA content were generated 
after an incubation period of four months. Sofar, experiences with 
primacy human head and neck tumors have shown that more effort has to 
be- Invested to be able to understand the behaviour of malignant 
squamous cells exposed to in vitro culture conditions. The conditions 
we use in vitro are probably far from optimal compared to the in vivo 
circumstances inwhich the tumor arose and was adapted to. 
Chapters 5 till 7 are concerned with a reasonably new field of 
investigation, i.e. maturation of tumor cells to a functional 
end-fase cell without a clear proliferative potential. In chapter 6 
is shown that HN-1 cells contain 0-adrenergic-like receptors. 
Stimulation of these receptors induced an inhibitory effect on 
clonogenicity in soft agar. Data in chapter 7 further indicate that 
combination treatment of catecholamines with maturation-inducing 
agents, butyrate or retinoic acid, influence the activity of placental 
alkaline phosphatase in HN-1 cells. Another effect found was the 
increase of cytokeratins by butyrate treatment as measured with flow 
cytometry. With monoclonal antibodies it was shown that in particular 
binding to cytokeratins 5+8 was enhanced. 
In conclusion, representative cell suspensions can be obtained 
from human head and neck squamous cell carcinomas as indicated by flow 
cytometry. However, in vitro initiation of primary tumor cell 
cultures still is a difficult task to perform. Studies on tumor cell 
maturation indicated that human head and neck squamous carcinoma cells 
can be manipulated by differentiation inducing agents. 
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Samenvatting 
Uit het onderzoek kwam naar voren dat het zeer moeilijk is om 
menselijke plaveiselcelcarcinoomcellen afkomstig uit het 
hoofdhalsgebied te kweken uitgaande van stukjes tumorweefsel of 
celsuspensies verkregen uit dergelijk weefsel. Veel vindingrijkheid 
zal nog nodig zijn om de huidige problemen op te lossen. Toch zullen 
primaire kweken van carcinoomcellen, representatief voor een bepaalde 
tumor, het hoofddoel moeten blijven. Onderzoek met antitumor middelen 
op primaire kwaadaardige cellen zullen daardoor beter mogelijk worden. 
Vervolgens kunnen de verkregen resultaten meer in overeenstemming met 
de' in vivo situatie zijn dan die welke verkregen zijn met reeds 
bestaande cellijnen. 
Onderzoekers hebben de afgelopen tien jaar gewerkt aan technieken 
voor het suspenderen van cellen uit verschillende types tumoren. De 
resultaten van het kweken van gesuspendeerde cellen in agar gaven aan 
dat kwaadaardige plaveiselcellen niet gemakkelijk prolifereren, 
terwijl veel kweken verloren gingen door besmetting met bacteriën, 
gist, »n schimmels. Er zijn dan ook tot nu toe geen opzienbarende 
resultaten geboekt. Het was dus nodig om voor menselijke 
hoofdhalstumoren allereerst de technieken te onderzoeken die het 
mogelijk zouden maken bepaalde cellen uit tumorweefsel in suspensie te 
brengen. 
In hoofdstuk 2 en 3 worden een aantal suspenderingstechnieken 
beschreven. Het flow cytometrie werden van de gesuspendeerde cellen 
de DNA inhoud, cytokeratine inhoud en celgrootte geanalyseerd. De 
gegevens toonden aan dat het veelvuldig gebruikte enzymmengsel 
collagenase/DNase niet in staat was om plaveiselcellen, of in het 
bijzonder aneuploide (meer DNA dan normaal) plaveiselcellen, in 
suspensie te brengen. Het mengsel trypsine/dithioerythritol, dat 
werkt op disulfide bruggen en eiwitten, was echter veel beter in staat 
om epitheelcellen vrij te maken uit het tumorweefsel. Voorbehandeling 
van het tumorweefsel met collagenase/hyaluronidase verbeterde de 
effektiviteit van trypsine/dithioerythritol aanzienlijk. 
In hoofdstuk 4 zijn een aantal kweektechnieken beschreven, welke 
tot doel hadden om een populatie delende kwaadaardige cellen te 
verkrijgen. Zonder serum toediening wisten de epitheelcellen 
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verscheidene delingen te volbrengen voordat de cellen doodgingen, 
terwijl er geen noemenswaardige delingsaktiviteit van fibroblasten 
werd gevonden. In de aanwezigheid van serum groeiden zowel 
fibroblasten als epitheelcellen (diploid) zonder enig teken van een 
populatie delende kwaadaardige plaveiselcellen , wat werd bevestigd 
met flow cytometrlsche metingen. Uiteraard waren deze metingen alleen 
mogelijk als er reeds aneuploide cellen aantoonbaar waren in de 
primaire celsuspensie. Betere celkweken konden worden opgezet met 
stukjes tumorweefsel welke direkt in medium werden gebracht na 
verwerking. De delingsaktiviteit van zowel fibroblasten als diploide 
epitheelcellen bleef echter ook dan een aanzienlijk probleem. 
Dr.Elprana van de afdeling Keel,Neus,-en Oorheelkunde heeft met 
stukjes weefsel van dezelfde tumor welke direkt in medium werden 
ge-incubeerd, tot nu toe vier transplantabele tumorlijnen in de naakte 
muls geïnduceerd (xenograft). Uit een van deze tumorlijnen konden in 
vitro carcinoomcellen met een triploid DNA gehalte worden gekweekt na 
een incubatieperiode van ongeveer vier maanden. De ervaringen tot nu 
toe met primaire humane hoofdhalstumoren geven aan dat meer inspanning 
nodig is om het in vitro gedrag van de kwaadaardige plaveiselcellen 
beter te leren kennen. De kweekomstandigheden zijn waarschijnlijk 
niet geheel vergelijkbaar met de in vivo omstandigheden waar de 
tumoren zijn onstaan en zich hebben aangepast. 
Hoofdstuk 5 tot 7 behandelen een nieuw gebied van onderzoek, 
namelijk inductie van uitrijping van tumorcellen tot een eind-fase cel 
zonder verdere delingsmogelijkheden. In hoofdstuk б is aangegeven dat 
HN-1 cellen 0-adrenerge-achtige receptoren bezitten. Beïnvloeding 
daarvan heeft een effect op de vorming van colonies in agar. Gegevens 
in hoofdstuk 7 geven verder aan dat een gecombineerde behandeling van 
catecholamines met maturatie-inducerende stoffen, zoals butyraat of 
retinolzuur, de activiteit van het enzym plácentele alkalische 
fosfatase (embryonaal) in HN-1 cellen beïnvloedt. Een ander boeiend 
effect is de toename van de hoeveelheid cytokeratines onder invloed 
van butyraat. Onderzoek met monoclonale antistoffen toonde aan dat 
vooral binding aan kératines 5+8 was toegenomen. 
Samenvattend kan gezegd worden dat het nu mogelijk is om een 
representatieve celsuspensie te verkrijgen uit menselijke 
hoofdhalstumoren. Het is echter nog zeer moeilijk om primaire ° kweken 
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op te zetten uit dergelijk tumorweefsel. Studies met differentiatie 
inducerende stoffen toonden aan dat menselijke hoofdhalstumorcellen 
beïnvloedbaar zijn. 
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1) De donogene assay als model voor het in vitro testen 
van cytostatica is ten dele mislukt, omdat men niet voor 
elk tumortype een specifieke suspenderingstechniek 
heeft ontwikkeld. 
2) De cellen in primaire humane tumorcelsuspensies dienen 
nauwkeurig gekarakteriseerd te zijn, voordat men aan 
kan tonen dat de in vitro of in vivo proliferende 
cellen representatief zijn voor de tumor. 
3) Na het in vitro in kweek brengen van celsuspensies 
of stukjes tumorweefsel passen normale cellen 
zich sneller aan dan tumorcellen. 
4) Heer kennis omtrent de optimale groeiomstandigheden van 
tumorcellen kan mogelijkheden bieden om de kwaadaardige 
cel onschadelijk te maken op rationelere wijze. 
5) Kweken van menselijke hoofdhalstumorcellen vereist geduld. 
6) In het algemeen moet tumorweefsel beschouwd worden als 
risicomateriaal en als zodanig verwerkt worden in het 
laboratorium. 
7) Maturatie-inductie zal uiteindelijk leiden tot de dood 
van kwaadaardige plaveiselcellen. 
8) Een tumor kan ontstaan, doordat het immunologische systeem 
niet in staat is de kwaadaardige cellen op te ruimen; 
stoffen die het voornoemde systeem reguleren kunnen 
een bijdrage leveren in de behandeling van kanker. 
9) Functionele aktiviteit van biologische modulatoren wordt 
bereikt zonder de maximaal tolereerbare dosis te geven 
aan de patient, dit in tegenstelling tot de 
behandeling met chemotherapeutica. 
10) De termen Tumor Infiltrating Lymphocytes (TIL cellen), 
Natural Killer cells (NK cellen) en Lymphokine Activated 
Killer cells (LAK cellen) zijn omschrijvingen van 
aktiviteiten van T-lymfocyten. 
11) Euthanasie is het begeleiden van mensen naar een 
menswaardige dood; passieve of aktieve euthanasie 
bestaat niet, deze termen zijn bedacht door 
politici. 
12) 'Preliminary' is een ander woord voor eerste, maar 
suggereert iets anders. 
13) Een goed lopend laboratorium is het halve werk. 
14) Mensen zijn meer en meer instaat andere mensen op 
een efficiëntere manier te doden. Het leed veroorzaakt 
door elke andere ziekte valt daarbij in het niet. 
15) De wetenschap beperkt zich tot datgene wat we waarnemen 
met onze zintuigen en zelf ontworpen apparatuur; 
gelukkig ontwaart ons denkvermogen meer. 
Nijmegen, 8 januari 1988 Sjaak Bijman 


